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Title word cross-reference

#1
[Ble98a, Kal98b, KS98a, RSA93f, RSA93a].
#10 [Kal98c].
#11 [Ano95p, Ano96-28].
#12 [RSA99a].
#14 [BG98].
#15 [Nys99].
#3 [RSA93b].
#5 [RSA99b].
#6 [RSA93c].
#7 [Kal98f, Kal98d, RSA93d].
#8 [RSA93e].

((2^n)^m) [PSR97]. (2^n ± 1) [Zim99]. (k, n)
[KOO95b, KOO95a]. (t, n) [LWC96]. +
[Zhe97b]. $1$ [Gar97b]. 1 [JV98b].

$1$-Million [GC97]. 128 [Ano97-51]. 16
[BS93a, GC94]. 2
[JV98b, KG95, Kob91b, MVZ98, SBVG99].

$29.95$ [Hat96]. 2n [QG90]. 2R [YLD99]. 3
[Ben99, BALS99, CK95, KSW97b, Nas94,
TK99, Wor96, YY99a]. 40 [Ano97-41]. 511
[CC98]. 64 [MM97]. 8 [Miy90]. <<
[Zhe97b]. 2 [TZ94]. x [Hol91]. A [BMT96].
A * B (mod N) [Bak92]. A^2 [JS95b],
mod2^2 [Ber93]. c [WD99b]. x^2 [HG97b]. d
[BD99b]. ℓ [BR91]. f [DJL93]. F_2^n
[SS98a, Ler97]. F_p [Miy93a]. GF(2) [She95c].
GF(208) [Ros98a]. GF(p) [Gor93b, HNM98].
> [GQW+91]. k [Car97c, DJL93, HKS97a,
HKS97b, KR99b, KS97b, WD99b]. t
[HL93a, KS97b]. L2 [Vau99a]. λ [RS99c].
L ≥ 2 [SVxW91]. ≪ [GQW+91]. m
[Bla94a, FR94]. Z/nZ [MM96b]. Z_n [SE96].
GD(2^n) [Ara93]. GF(2^m) [FBT96]. F_2^m
[MVZ93]. Step_e, m [GC90]. N
[BS91e, BS91d, HKS97a, HKS97b, KSW99b,
KSW99c, KK98, Per93, QG90, Tak97].
N = p^q [BDH99a, BDHG99b]. N^{0.292}
[BD99b]. Ω [RFLW96]. P [BS90b]. $p^k q$
[Tak98a, Tak98b].
[BDH99a, BDH99b, FJRS96]. s
[YT95a, YT95b]. $s^2$ [Kmu93b]. t
[KOO95b, KOO95a]. $T^* P$ [GPSV98].
$y^2 + axy \equiv x^3 \pmod n$ [Koy95]. z [MSS93].
$Z/nZ$ [CLL99]. $Z_u$ [ML98]. $Z_n$
[KMOY91, OFF93, VZ97, KK98].

-Adic [KG95, Tak97]. -Bit
[QG90, Ano97-41, Ano97-51, MMI97].
-boxes [YT95a, YT95b]. -calculus [RS99c].
-Cascades [GC90]. -Cheater
[KOO95b, KOO95a]. -Codes
[JS95b, MSS93]. -D [CK95, TK99].
-Decorrelation [Vau99a]. -Dependent
[DDJ93]. -DES [Kmu93b]. -Dimensional
[Per93]. -divisibility [FR94]. -Fields
[BMT96]. -fold [BR91]. -formulæ
[WD99b]. -Hash [BS91c, BS91d]. -means
[SBVG99]. -Round [BS93a, GC94].
-sequences [Bla94a]. -Span [HI93a].
-Tuples [FJR98]. -WAY [KSW97b].
-wheel [Car97c].

0 [CJ98]. 0-387-94441-9 [Hat96].

1 [Ano93k, CCN95, Nat95]. 1.0.1 [Sun91b].
1.2 [DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Zuk98a]. 10
[CMM93]. 101 [Hon98]. 1040 [Lin88a].

105-1
[Uni98a, Uni98b, Uni98g, Uni98j, Uni98i].
105-263 [Uni98i].

105-415 [Uni98j]. 105th [Ano98n].
10th [Ano93d, CMM93, IEE94e, USE96a].
1113 [Lin89a]. 1186 [Riv90a]. 11th [SUJ93].

120 [DDLM94]. 128-Bit
[SKW+98b, Dkr97b, Kmu98c, Lin98].
Luc98a, Luc99a, Luc99b, SKW+98c].
12th
[Bri92, Bri93, KG96]. 130 [Ano96b].
1320 [Riv92a]. 1321 [Riv92b]. 1334 [LS92].

1395 [Un94a]. 13th
[IEE97b, IEE97c, Sti93b, Sti94].

1409 [Bor93a]. 1411 [Bor93b]. 1412 [Ala93b].

1416 [Bor93c]. 1421 [Lin93a]. 1446
[GM93a]. 14th [Des94b, KK99b]. 15
[UU97b]. 1507 [Kau93]. 1510 [KN93].
1511 [Lin93c]. 1544 [Ros93]. 15th
[Cop95b, Cop95d, NIS92]. 16 [HB99].
16-18
Q′98. 16-bit [Bro97]. 160
[BDP97, DBP96, KSc90, PBD97]. 16th
[Kob96, MSDS90]. 1704 [HA94a]. 1731
[Mye94a]. 1734 [Mye94b]. 17th
[Hei96a, Kal97c]. 180 [Nat95]. 180-1
[Ano95l, Nat95]. 1810 [Ton95]. 1824
[Dan95]. 1826 [Atk95a]. 1827 [Atk95b].
1828 [MS95c]. 1829 [KMS95a]. 1847
[GMCF95]. 1851 [KMS95b]. 1852
[MS95d, MS95e]. 1864 [MR95b]. 18th
[Kra98, Yua92]. 1915 [Kas96]. 1929 [Lee96].
194 [Uni94a]. 1940 [CWM+91]. 1961
1993 [ACM93b]. 1994
[Ano94f, Sim96b, Uni95a]. 1995
[Ame95, Dan95]. 1995/4 [Dan95]. 1996
[Ano95f, UU97b]. 1997
[ACM97a, ANS97, Acc97, Ano97k, MZ98].
Uni98a, Uni98c, Uni98b, Uni98d, Uni98e.
Uni97b, Uni98f, Uni98g, Uni98i].
1998
[ANS98b, OiDP98, RD99a]. 1999 [Wa99a].
19th [Ano96a, Tv92, Wie99]. 1B [Lea99].
1st [ACM93a].
App [AW99]. Apparatus [SKBxx, MY98]. Apple [Gar97a, GO96c].

Applet [Ber97a]. applets [GPO98a, GPO98b]. Appliances [Got99].

Applicability [KCCT94a, KCCT94b, HKM95, SPP98]. Application [IBM93, BS99a, BSN95, Bar99, BGG95, BL96b, BL96a, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dav91, De 95, ECM96, FJRS96, Fum97, GPT91a, GPT91b, Gog99, GQ95, HNSS99, HHY93, Hat97, He94, Hof99, IRM93, IR99, J+91, KMPS99, K99a, K96, K95, LOX99, LC99, Mar98a, Man96b, Mun91a, Mun91b, NC97, PSN95a, QV90, QG95, Rog95, Rue93, SSS98, Sch99i, SZ93, SK98c, SK98b, SKIT99, VDDR99, Ara93, BY93c, BY93b, CC98, DDB95a, DDB95b, DF97, G921, HP94, LL97b, MW94, Nyb98, Pet91, PK97, S93b, SRR98, Siu99, Ste99b, SW98, SW99a, TY92, Woo90].

Applications [Aga92, BGR98a, BFW99, CG98, CJ98a, CJ98b, CGB+93, COZ99, Cr90, Dan96, DY91a, DFGH99, Du98, DN94, Dw97, Ebe93, FM99, Far93, Fis98, IEE95a, IEE97a, IEE92b, IEE93c, IEE94c, IEE97b, JMS96, KSH97, KSHW98, KSW99b, KSW99c, KM96a, Knu94b, KT91b, Lan97, MS95f, ODP98, OOO90, PS96b, SY96a, DY91c, TN96a, TN96b, VW98, VP96, Z9R1, vW94, vW99, ACM99c, Ada91, An98k, An98q, BM90, Ber93, BMP+97b, BV97, Boy98, BP97b, Com96, CFG96, DDP96, DIX94, Dom96, Eng99, FO98, GP98, GEL98, Gre94, G94b, HMP95, JV98a, Ka95, KW92, K93, LY93, LN94, Lub96, Mei92, Mic97, VT98, NKC94, Ped91a, PC98, Rho95, Sch90c, Sch97c, Sha95a, SSM94, Sin95a, Sta97c, SSG99, T+98, USE96e, Way98, YL93, Z9R0].

Appraisal [FGS96]. Approach [BBN96, BK94a, DGV94a, DS97c, GM99a, He97, Jak99b, K93, LMS99, Mar99, MS94, MI99, PL94, P9U99, P99, Ra98, S99b, She94a, WS99, Z9J98, Ale97, BCK98, CM96, CH97b, DH96a, DMM98, GM91, GKS97, JW01, OG95, Pau98, PGV93b, PGV94, RO96, ZL99].


Architecture [IBM93, BCCD99, CJ98a, CJ98b, Con99a, Fei93, Fei93, Gut99, J+91, MM99b, Muf93, NH90, NK98b, Oh99, PF94, RBv94, Rs90, SS90, She92a, She93c, Tre99, Tua99, VGV93, YS99, Kar96, LS98a, Con98, JD91, LM97, SV99, SY92].


Arithmetic [BP98a, Bre99, BP97c, Bus97, CD98b, DB96, KK99b, LL99, LD99, M94, NM96a, PS97, SSS98, SL93, CP98, ISO97, JS93a, Ka92, Ka93b, KM99a, Pos93].
AUSCRYPT [SP90, SZ93].

Australia [DG96, GN95b, KG93, KK99b, MSDS90, PSN95b, SP90, SZ93, VPM97].

Austrian [CFK\(^{+}91\), GN95b, Cae96a, Orl96, Ree97].

Austin [Ano94e, IEE98e].

Australasian [VPM97].

Australia [DG96, GN95b, KG93, KK99b, MSDS90, PSN95b, SP90, SZ93, VPM97].

Australian [CFK\(^{+}91\), GN95b, Cae96a, Orl96, Ree97].

Austria [AS95e].

Authenticated [BF97a, BWM98, BWM99a, Borr95, CH97, Dan95, HCY96b, JV96, LC97a, Mau97a, RH93, SKWH96, BSNP96a, BSNP96b, BF99b, BR97b, DvW92, HY98b, HY98a, Yeu99].

Authenticating [ADSW99, Hel98a, KS99a, Mit92a, SK96a, Sha97, LC94].

Authentication [ABKL91, ABKL93, AGS97, ATAY98, ADKN90, AB99a, AB99b, Ano94k, AS96, Ate95a, AR98, AC97, BA97, Bak99, Bal99, Bec99, BR97a, BG90, BR94a, BCK96d, BCK96e, BM91a, BGS98, BR91, BBDF97, BGH\(^{+}91\), Bis91, BHK\(^{+}99\), BWM98, Ble98b, BV98b, Bor96, Bor93a, Borr9c, Boy92, Bru98, BAN90, CV93, CGM97b, COZ99, DLF97, DV99, DV90, DvW92, DH90, Dra99, DMB97, DS97d, Dsw95, ECM96, EPR99b, EPR99a, FGS96, FHHB\(^{+}97\), FL96, GHY90, GLZ99, GL96, Geh94, Geh95, GN94, GM90, Gol90a, GBL94, Gue98b, Gui97, HK97, HA94a, HS94, HL92, Hil97, HJP97, HP98b, Ins95, IH98, JSSZ94, Joe98, Joh94, KR95b, Kau93, KA98a, Koh90, KN93, KCCT94a, KCCT94b, Kae94b, Kra95, KBC96, KBC97, Kae94, KK95, KYG92, KY93, KS97c, LAB91, LAB92].

Authentication [Lee96, LW91, Lie93, Lin93c, Lin93a, LS92, MB94a, Mau96a, MAM95, Mc96, Mee98, MS95c, MS95d, MWW94, MTV92, Mor97, Mye94a, Mye97, NP97, OG97, OOK91, OM94, OPP96, PKOT94, PS98c, PLW99, PGN91, PV93c, Pre98a, Pre98c, MS95e, RS99b, RS9W97a, RSW97b, Rog95, SNT93, SN93, ST94, SNT95, SN98a, SN98b, SSH93, SS96, SLP99, SA95, SC96a, SCxx, Sch94d, Sch99k, Sga90, Sga91b, She97, She95a, Sha96, Sin96b, SVxW91, SW94c, SKAM99, St91b, SL99, TAP90, TA92, Tay95, TSN93, Tun99, Ude98, Van95b, Van93, Wal93, WKH97, WK96, WABL93, WABL94, WLB92b, WLB92a, WL92c, Wu96, Yu94a, Yu94b, ZG96, AG95, ABC\(^{+}98\), Ano95g, Ano95a, Ano95x, Ano96v, Ano96x, Ano96y, Ano96-27, Ano97d, Ano97t, Ano97p, Ano97-27, Ano97-43, Ano97-53, Ano98s, Atk93].

Authentication [BSNP97, BGR95, BCK98, BCK97, BGD97, BGDH\(^{+}95a\), BO99, Car94, CW97, CGM96, DS90b, DS93, DH96b, Gau90, HS96b, Hor95, HC95b, HLL\(^{+}95\), HW98c, JC98, JG90, KC95, KW92, KNT94, KO95b, LC96a, LL95b, Lin88a, Lin98a, Low95, MSN97, MF97, Men91, MC96, Nac93, NT94, PS98e, PS98f, PS98h, RS98a, RS98f, Sch99, Sga91a, Sga93, SY96b, Sta99b, Sti91a, Sun98b, Syv93, Tsu92b, Tsu92a, TH99, Ver98b, Web99, WL94, XA98, Xie98, YL97a, YL97b, Yon97, ZK98b, ZH93, vT93, Mye94b, Ala93b, Bor93b, WL92a].

Authentications [OO90, KSL92].

Authenticate [Zuk98a].

Authenticators [DF91a, SN96].

Authenticity [BK90, Lud97, Ano99i, MI90, Way91].

Authenticon [Fly97].

author [Lea90].

Authorisation [COZ99].

authorities [Ame95, Ame96a].

authority [CFSY96, CGS97, JMO95a].

Authorization [BDPS95, Cas95, FL96, Woo90].

Auto [YY98c, YY99b].

auto-certifiable [YY98c].

Auto-Recoverable [YY99b, YY98c].


Automated [Dan97, FIP93a, FS93, FK99, GSN94, GDS91, She96a, SGPV98, VDDR99, WG99, CD98a].

Automatic [CWM\(^{+}91\), MM99a, Na97, SK97b, SK97a, Sch99k, WKH97, DF98, OAA99].

Automating [Bur99, Smi93a].
Blacklisting [KRS99]. Blackmailing [Jak95]. BlackNet [MLLG95]. Bletchley [Ano97-48, Sal93, Cla98c, HS93, Smi98b]. Blind [CPS95, Eri97b, JLO97, LK99, LR98, NMV98, NMV99, Oht98, PS96c, RGV97, SY96a, SYM98, HMP95, Tra97, XA98].
blindfolded [JY96]. Blinding [Bra95c, Kra99, FY95c]. Block [AB96a, ABK98b, AKR94, BAK98, CD9N8, Cle91, CJM95, DGV94a, DKR97b, DKR97a, DR99a, DDK99, De 99, DW94, DK97, DK99, KR94a, KVR9, Knu94b, KP96a, Knu98b, Knu98c, Knu99b, Kob99, Lm93a, LM93b, LM91b, Lim98, Luc98a, Luc99a, Luc99b, MNSV97, Mas94, Mat96a, Mat97, MT99a, MSDK99, Pat99, Pre97a, QC90, RRS99, Rob95a, SZ96, Sch94b, SK96c, SK96d, SKW98b, SKW98c, SKW98e, SKW98f, Sch99d, Vau98b, Vau99, YL98H, YL498a, YLC99b, ZM90, Zhe90, Al9a3a, AW95, BKR98a, BKR98b, B93, BS95a, Har96a, HLMW93, HX94, IS97, Jak99a, KL95b, LM91a, Lai92, Mei94, MM97, NO96, Nyl95, PGV93b, PGV94, RT93, RP95b, Roe95, SB95, SAM97, SH99b, SK99b, SKD94, TY94, YL97c].
[Fra99, Hir97, Hir98, Don98, Hin93].

Broadcast [ASW99, Ber91, BC95c, BC96a, BFS96, vD97, FN94, GSY99, KYDB98, LS98b, SW99b, WD99a, BMS96, BFS98, GBL94, Sta97a, SW98, SW99a].

Broadcasting [CW91a, CWY98, LC96b, CC95, HLLC96, LHW99, WY93, LC96c].

broke [Dav98a].

Broken [CP91, Mey99, MLLG95].

Bronze [Duh90].

Brother [Wai95, Hof95, Des96a].

Brothers [Hat96].

Browser [GW96, Law98, She96b].

Browsers [DDK98].

Browsing [GGMM97].

Brute [CD98c].

BSA [Bar97].

Bucket [Rog95].

Budget [UU97a].

buffer [Mei98].

Bug [DDJ98c, Ano98t].

Builder [Pin98].

Building [HWKS98a, HWKS98b, Hat96, Hof95, MAM95, NT99, Wai95, Yor96, Zol93, Fb97, NIS92, PVO95, Tas98].

Bulk [SVBJ96, Whe94].

Bulk-FFT [SVBJ96].

Bull [Taa98].

Bulletin [CWM+91].

B¨ulow [CWM+91].

burden [Wil98a].

Bureau [Uni97d].

bureaucracy [Rat96].

burglars [Way95].

Burlington [IEE96a].

Burns [DDJ98b].

burst [Sch93a, UNU94].

Bus [CC99c, Kuh98].

bus-encryption [Kuh98].

Bused [FVEA99].

Business [Ano93i, Ano96-29, Ano96-30, Ano97-33, Ano98t, AMP94, AvO98, CFK+91, GC97, Lic94, MB99a, SM99, Uni98].

Businesses [MB99a].

butting [Sto98].

buyers [MB99a].

Byte [Mas94, PV98, YLCY98a, YLCY98b, CFK+91].

Byte-Oriented [Mas94, YLCY98a, YLCY98b].

Bytes [Yuv97].

Byzantine [Bea92, Bor95].

C [Sha99a, vDWS97, vS97, Bak92, Bas98, BMS99, DSB99, Gar98b, Hel98b, Kaj92, MGL+98, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch94h, Sed92, Ste90a, Ste90b].

C0YNTHIA [WBBL99].

C2 [Ste92].

CA [RD99a, Cop95b, IEE93a, IEE98c, SJ97, USE93, USE96g, USE96b, Wl99].

Caching [STSW99].

Cactus [Ano97-33].

CADE [HB99].

CADE-16 [HB99].

cAESar [Koe99].

Calculating [CFK+91].

Calculation [HRVV99].

Calculators [CWM+91].

Calculus [ABLP93, AG97b, AG97c, AG97a, RS99c].

California [AMC93b, ACM98a, Ano97a, Ano98t, Ano99, Com96, Cop95d, Des94b, FJ97, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE95b, IEE97b, IEE97j, IEE97i, IEE98a, IEE98b, IEE98d, Kal97c, Kob96, Kra98, Nat98, RP97b, Sti93b, Sti94, USE92a, USE96e, USE96d, USE96f, USE99d, Wie99, van96, Sch98b].

Call [VCF+90, Zav99, Miy90].

Call-Coverage [Zav99].

called [Way95].

Cambridge [And94a, And96c, CFK+91, Chr99b, Gol96d, Lom97, RBCE99, Sch94j].

came [Fro96].

Camera [Fri93, SKWH96].

Campbell [CFK+91].

Campbell-Kelly [CFK+91].

Campus [VNW94].

Can [Ano93c, BF99a, CP91, Cha93, CD98b, CMY97, DY91f, EvH91, GSV99, NMVR95a, NMVR95b, NMR95, Riv98b, Sim98c, Ste95, BGV97a, CG05, Ev92, EvH93, LF97, NOVY93, Sch91b, Ude98, Way95].

Canada [AMC94c, CFG96, GS94b, HA00, IEE94f, IEE96d, TM99, Yua92, Roh99a, Tas98].

Canadian [CFG96, GS94b].

Candidate [Bas98, BCA+98, Dra98, GLC98, Gla99a, Huh98, KMA+98, Nat97b, Nat98, Nat99b, Out98, RD99a, RD99b, Sot98, SB99, GGH+98].


Cannot [BCE+94].

Can’t [WT99].

Cap [Lea99b].

capability [BC96a].

Capacity [B99, FVEA99, Gar97a, Gar98b, MM92a, NNEK97, VNW95, Uni96a].

Capstone [YY96].

carcinogenic [SBTV99].

Card [Bov98a, Bov98b, Chr99a, DVLQ96, EN98, ENK99, Gar97a, GPS98, HP98a, Hru96, HH99, Hus99, Kra99, Mar98a, Omu90, SGPV98, Sut99, T+99, dWQ91b, dWQ91a].

[13]
Ciphers
[Ada97a, ABDV98, AAG\textsuperscript{+}00, AB96a, BR99a, BDR\textsuperscript{+}96, CDN98, Cha94a, CS91, Cle91, DR99a, De 99, Din94, Fi95, Gus96, JKR97, JKR98, JKR99b, KSW98a, KSW98b, KSW98c, Kn94b, Kn94a, KP96a, Kn98b, Kn99b, Kol99, LMM91, LM93a, LM93b, Luca6a, Lu96b, Mat96a, Mau91a, MS91, MT99c, PRS99, Pat99, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96, Pra96, Pre97a, Ree98, RP97a, Rob95a, Rob95b, Roe94, She94a, She94d, SM91, Vau98b, Vau99a, YY98d, YY98b, ZM90, Zhe90, Abe98b, BKR98a, BKR98b, CD98a, Cou99, DG94b, DXS91, FSN93, Gar96a, Gar97d, GSN94, Go95b, Har96a, HLMW93, HXMW94, HS94, Jak99a, JVR98a, Lai92, LMM92, LRW93, Ny95b, PGV93b, PG94, Rev91, RP95b, Roe95, SB95, SAM97, Tay94, Win93, Wri98b].

Ciphertext
[BK98d, Ble98a, CG99, CD97, CS98b, Dam91b, LL94a, MRS99, Miy93c, R91, Riv93a, T94, ZS93, CP94, NY90, Sah99, SG98, Vu95].

Ciphertext-Only
[BK98d].

ciphertexts
[Des95].

Circuits
[KT91b, KT98, WG99, JS93a, LMS97, YWC97].

circulating
[Ano96-29].

Cirencester
[Boy95a, Boy95b, Dar97, Far93, Wal99a].

Cisco
[Sav96].

CISST
[AA97].

City
[IEE99a, USE95b].

Claim
[GO96c].

Claims
[DS97a].

clandestine
[Wri98b].

Clar
[USE93].

Class
[vD97, Ou99, Uni96b, FR94, HWB93, KSB96a, LZ90, LZ91a, Zuk94a, vT94].

Classes
[Haw98b, Pa99d, Haw98a, Sze98].

Classical
[Bra94a, MC92, Nic98a, Nic98b, CD98a, Mas99a].

Classification
[BD90, LSVV95, PFK95, Uni96b].

Classifier
[CBM99].

Claude
[Hor92].

Claw
[BHT98].

Claw-Free
[BHT98].

clearly
[Los98].

Click
[WSFC99, Ken95].

Client
[DL99, Kon95, Oh99, SL99, GGK\textsuperscript{+}99, Sin95].

client-relationships
[GGK\textsuperscript{+}99].

Client-Server
[DL99, Oh99, Sin95].

Client/Server
[Kon95].

clients
[AG95, Bee96].

Climate
[TGK99].

Climbing
[MCD99].

Clipper
[Pri94, Fro96, Ban96, Buc95a, Hof93, Kan96, MS95f, RK94, Smi94a, Uni95a].

Clipper-like
[MS95f].

Clipping
[Hof93].

cliques
[JP96].

Cloak
[Gre90].

Clock
[DHSS95, Go96b, Ga94, CS96b, CS97b, GM91, GO95, Men95b].

Clock-Controlled
[GO96b, GM91, GO95].

Clocks
[DG95, DT96, Yah94, Gon92].

Closer
[Coh96].

Closure
[MOM91, PS93a].

Clueless
[RS98c, RS98d].

Clustering
[DDJ98a, HE98, KUN97].

CM
[CNST98, Koh91a].

CM-curves
[Kob91a].

CMOS
[BS95c, ECD\textsuperscript{+}99, YS99].

Co
[Gla99b, LFCK99, Sut99, NM96a].

Co-dimension
[LFCK99].

Co-operation
[Gla99b].

Co-Processor
[Sut99].

co-processors
[NM96a].

Co.
[CFK\textsuperscript{+}91].

Coast
[SZ93].

COBOL
[Ga97c].

Code
[CJ99, HR90, JKR99a, Kip99a, Kur94, Mv93, PV98, QD91, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch94h, Str95, Tod97, WK79, WF94, Zim95b, Ala97, Ano97i, BSNP97, CC98, CL98, GA98, HM97b, LJW97, Rey96, Rey97, Rey99, Sin99, SH94, WS96c, Zim96a, Zim96b, AAG\textsuperscript{+}00, Mea98].

Code-Breaking
[QD91].

code-cracking
[WS96c].

Codebreakers
[HS93, Kah96b, Smi98b, Yu99].

Codebreaking
[Car97c, Car98, Dre92, Sch98a].

coded
[HG97c].

codemaker
[Mar98b].

CORDER
[St90].

Codes
[ACM94b, AW94, AR98, BGS96, BVFD99, CCZ98, CS96a, Cha99c, DLR97, DR99b, Far93, GN94, Gib91, Hof99, Joh94, JS95b, JJ99b, KKS97, KP96a, KP97, KK95, LC99, Mor98, OM94, PLWSN99, Pen96, Pra96, Pre98a, RV99, Rus93a, SN93, SNW98a, SNW98b, SD99, Sga90, Sga91b, SB94, SVx91, Sta96b, Sti91b, Ton96, Van95b, Wri98b, Ada91, Ala93a, AW95].
Commutative [MB99a].
Companions

Companies [Ano97j, Ano97y].
Company [GC97, Ano96g, Kar96].
Comparative

Company [GC97, Ano96g, Kar96].
Comparisons

Computer [ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, Ano93d, Ano97-50, Ano98c, Bac95, BK90, Ber96b, Bre99, CWM*91, CO98, De 98a, De 93b, De 98c, DQ93, Des92, DEQ92, FJM*96, GMV98, HM91, HM92, Hig97a, Hig97b, Hor94, IEE92a, IEE92b, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE93c, IEE94b, IEE94c, IEE94d, IEE94f, IEE96a, IEE97b, IEE97f, IEE98a, IEE99a, KT99, KK99b, LBMC94, LC95, MDP94, NIS92, Nac97, Neu92, OD99, PGV93d, Q98, Sa91, SSS98, SK96a, SK99, Sho97, Ste91, SJ93, VGP93, Ver98a, VGG99, Whi90, AFB95, Ano93k, AC97, Bur98a, Car97c, Car98, CW91a, Coh94, GBL94, Gru98, HLLC96, IEE92d, IEE95c, Joh98, LS98a, LFSY94, LC96b, LC96c, Mat98, NT94, Nis91, PR98, Riv98c, Sph99a, UCF94, Wil93a, Woe97, W090a].

Computer-Related [De 93b, De 98c].
Computers [ACM90, ACM91, ACM93b, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96b, ACM97c, ACM98a, ACM98b, ACM99b, Bak92, BDDG99, BV96, Br94a, CFK*91, DDDJ98d, DDDJ98b, DDJ99, Dwo95, FP99, GC98, GN95b, IEE94e, IEE96b, JJ98b, Kon95, Law98, MMM*98, Mau94, MW99, NS98a, Pen96, RS99d, Sch94a, TK99, Tes98, USE96c, VMS97b, W90].

Comprehensions

Comprehensive [SSP90].

Comprehensions [MT95].
BGT96, CWM+91, DiDPS96, FM91, FJV97, HK99b, HC95a, KG93a, LS98a, Pf97, Sch90c, Sch97c, VMS97a, CFK+91, PH91.

COMSEC [Mye98]. concatenated [LYG94]. concealed [Ano97i, CZ90, Lea90]. Concealing [CD97, Beu94, Joh97b].


Condition [Sta96b]. Conditionally [Des90b]. Conditions [GS99a, Rus93b, Ga99]. Conducts [Law98]. Conference [ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, AR97, Ano95r, Ano96r, Ano96a, ???97, Ano97i, Ano97g, Ano97a, Ano98b, Ano99a, AA97, BCB97, Boy95a, Bri92, Bri93, BS95e, CH96, Cha91, Cop95d, DDJ98a, Dan96, ES98, Far93, Fra99, Fum97, GN95b, GQ95, Hir97, Hir98, IE99a, IE99b, IE99c, IE99, IE99a, IE99b, IE99c, IE99d, IE99e, IE99f, IE99g, IE99h, IE99i, IE99j, IE99k, IE99l, IE99m, IE99n, IE99o, IE99p, IE99q, IE99r, IE99s, IE99t, IE99u, IE99v, IE99w, IE99x, IE99y, IE99z, IRM93, KG96, Kat97, KM96a, Kra98, LOX99, LP99, Mau96b, MSD99, NS92, Nat98, Nat99b, Nyb98, OW95, OD95b, PSS95b, QG95, RD99a, RD99b, Sc94m, Sj97, Sik93, Sti93b, Sti94, T+98, USE91, USE92a, USE92, USE95a, USE96a, USE99b, USE99d, Wal99a, Yu92, ACM99c, Ano93d, Boy95b, BD95b, Cop95b, Dar97, DG96, Des94b, HOQ97, HI97, IE99d, IE99e, IE99f, IE99g].

Conference [IE99b, Kal97c, KG93, Kob96, LM98a, SP90, Ste99b, USE96f, USE98c, USE98d, VPM97, Wie99, Ano95f]. Conferences [BDHK93, MZ98, Sch95f]. Conferenceing [Ano99f, KBR97, WW98a, Lam99].

Confidence [Chi99a, Chi99b, Graxx].

Confident [Jan95]. Confidential [Bet95b, Bet95a, vD97]. Confidentiality [Ano98t, Jac96, Riv98d, ZG96, FT95, MI90].

Configurable [VMS97b, VMS97a]. configuration [HI97]. Confiner [Oka94, Cha95b, MS98b]. conflict [All97].

Conflicts [ACM94b]. confounder [BT99]. confrontation [Za97]. confused [LL98b].

Confusion [GC97]. Cong [Mye98].

Congress [Uni97a, Uni98c, Uni98d, Uni98e, Uni99d, Uni97b, Uni98f, Uni97c, Uni95a, Uni98k, Mad97].


Connect [Lic94]. Connection [Kas96, CV99]. Connections [SG98, SGR97, Yu94a, Yu94b].

Connectivity [Pit96b]. Consequences [KP95, Sim94a]. Conservation [Bro94].

Considerations [Cra96, Hub91, Mos98, Bas95, Bou94, SY92, YS99, Bou94].

Considered [LT91]. Considering [HH94].

Considers [Ano95p]. consistency [ZY90].

consortium [Buc95a]. Conspiracy [WK97, Sc92]. constitution [Mad98b].

Constitutional [Bas95]. Constrained [Gol96b, Has99].

Constraint [SG95, WS99, GMLH94].

Constraint-Based [WS99]. Constraints [DS98b, Ou99, Koz96].

construct [Lon92, Sun91a, ZI98]. Constructed [Rus93a]. Constructing [Ada97a, AB99a, AB99b, DT93, Gal99, KTM+99, KBR97, XL98, ZZ96].

Construction [BCK96c, BR99a, BR99b, CNST98, vD95a, DSB99, EMD93, GPSW98, Joh94, Kim93, KYDB98, NR98, SVxW91, ZMI90, BCK96a, BCK96b, BCK96c, Bi93, MPL99, OS91, OS92, Pet91, vD95b].
Constructions [AHV98, ABDS96, KRS99, SNW98a, vHP93, MS98b, SC97].
Consumer [IEE97g, IEE98c]. consumers [Weh99]. contactless [DS98a]. contain [Lea90]. Contemporary [Knu99b, Sim92].
Content [Ack98, JPLI99, KR98, MW98b, MR95b, PMP99, Ros93, SC96a, Way93a, SNT95].
Content-Addressable [Way93a]. Content-Based [PMP99]. Content-MD5 [MR95b, Ros93]. Contents [vHH97].
Continued [KE97]. Content-Based [MM96a, context-free [Ili94]. Continue [Ano96-24]. Continued [Ke97].
Continues [Ano97-44, Ano97-45, Ano98q, DDJ98d, Ano96-29, Mad99b].
Continuous [BP95a, NHB98, She95a]. CONTENTS [vHH97]. Contents [vHH97].
Corresponding [Oka93b]. Correctness [FHM98, Gai90]. Correlation [CS91, HT99, JJ99a, CS97b, CW94, LL93b, LM93c, Mad99b, Mat91, MLA91, RO96, RT93, S99, Uni97d, WWW95].
Contrast [HKS97a, HKS97b]. Contrast-Opposed [HKS97a, HKS97b].
Contribution [Lud97, Mus92, SS97, AK98, Blo98b].
Contributions [Hill94]. Control [ABL93, Ban93, BDPS97, FDT97, FY99, FL96, Hwa97, JPLI99, Kas96, KA99, KKW99, Lin98, Mey96a, NW98, NAA99, NS98a, PRAM98, Per99, STS99b, She93a, She93b, Sim90b, Sim91, ZHJ98, ACC99, Ano93d, BGT96, CWM9+91, CS96b, CS97b, CW94, LL93b, LM93c, Mad99b, Mat91, MLA91, RO96, RT93, S99, Uni97d, WWW95].
Controllable [CTT94]. Controlled [GPR98, GO96b, Go94, Jak99e, SKBxx, GM91, GO95, Men95b]. Controller [CIBM99, FCH99]. Controls [Ame96b, Ban94, Cil97, UU97b].
Correcting [AW94, AR98, BGS96, DLR97, KKS97, LC99, Pen96, Ada91, Ala93a, AW95, Cha95a, CMM93, Ste95, Wan92a, YL97a, VT94].
Correction [Ano96f, Cha99c, MG91, WN98a, WL92c, Ala93a, WL92a]. Correctness [FHM98, Gai90]. Correlation [CS91, HT99, JJ99a, JJ99b, KSB96a, MS91, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96, GO95, Har91, Mat95, SG9D99]. Corresponding [Oka93b].
Counteract [CJRR99a]. Counterfeit [ENK99, Ano93a, van96].
counterintelligence [Mon96]. Countess [KT99]. Counting [K996, MVZ93, KK98, SF97]. Countries [Gar97a]. County [IEE96c, IEE96f]. Course
[CM99d, Kob94, Nic98a, Nic98b, Sch99d, Coh94, Ger97, PGV93d, PR98]. *court*

[Ano96d, PSB97]. *Coverage*

[DS97a, Zav99]. *CPU*

[AO96, Bro94, Des96a, MM96a, MK94, PN92, VNW95, Whi90, WB92, JC93]. *CPL*

[Kea99]. *Crack*

[Ano96d, PSB97]. *Coverage*

[DS97a, Zav99]. *CPU*

[AO96, Bro94, Des96a, MM96a, MK94, PN92, VNW95, Whi90, WB92, JC93]. *CPL*

[Kea99]. *Crack*

[Ano96d, PSB97]. *Coverage*

[DS97a, Zav99]. *CPU*

[AO96, Bro94, Des96a, MM96a, MK94, PN92, VNW95, Whi90, WB92, JC93]. *CPL*

[Kea99]. *Crack*

[Ano96d, PSB97]. *Coverage*

[DS97a, Zav99]. *CPU*

[AO96, Bro94, Des96a, MM96a, MK94, PN92, VNW95, Whi90, WB92, JC93]. *CPL*

[Kea99]. *Crack*
Bra98, Bri98, CP91, CRS98, Cha98, Cop98, Des98b, Fei98, Ger98, Gol98a, Kal98a, Kob98a, MV98, Ngu99a, Ngu99b, Odl98, Pom98, Sti98a, Wil98b. Crypto-Chip [HMV94]. Crypto-Coprocessors [HP98a]. Crypto-Engine [BE90]. Crypto’91 [DBGV93]. Crypto’95 [NS98b, NS98c]. CryptoAPI [Boy98]. CryptoBytes [Cry95, Riv95e]. cryptochip [PP96]. cryptograms [Har94, Web93]. Cryptographers [WP90]. Cryptographic [AG98a, AG98b, IBM93, Ano96i, Ano98f, Ano98e, Ano98b, AB97, BDPNSN95, BDPSN97, BH93, BY93a, BGM97a, BGM97b, BBT94, BMT96, BFKL94, Bol98a, Bol98b, BDL97, BDP97, Bra95a, Bra96, BD91, CS96a, CJ99, CJ99, CP98a, CP98b, CPOR97, CF95, CD99, Cop94b, Cre97, DGV92, DC98a, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dan97, DIF94, DY90, DY91a, DY91d, DY91b, De 95, DS97a, DF91c, DK91, ECD+99, Ell98, FGR92, Fis98, FGR96a, Fum97, GI99, GS94a, GK99a, Gol96c, GS97, GQ95, Gut99, HHT93, HHT97, Hel94, Hwa97, Il96, Iev91, JDB+91, JD91, KN98a, Kal98f, Kal98d, KV94, KS99, Ka93, KP99b, KP99c, KT91b, KT98, KS97b, LMJW93, LL97a, LHB96, LM96, Mac94, MM99a, Man96b, Man97b, MS90a, Mii96b, Mjo93, Mos98, Mun91a, Mun91b, NM96b, Ng99, NS99b, NR94]. Cryptographic [NK98b, Nur94, Nys99, ÖPH+99, Oka93a, OS98, PS99d, PV97, PS96b, PW98, PBGV90, Pre93a, PGV93a, Pre93b, Pre94a, PD97, PR98b, Pre98c, PR98a, Pre99, Pre94b, QV90, QG95, RSA93d, RS93, Ritxx, Rue93, SI94, SZ96, Sak96, DY91c, Sch95f, SK96a, Sch98d, SK98a, Sch91c, Sch93f, SPS97, SZ93, SZZ95c, Sha99a, She92d, SBB99, Sm90, SY92, SM91, Ste96, Sy92, T+99, Tou91, Tou93, TY996, VCF+90, Vig98, Wai95, YS99, YY97c, YY98a, ZZ95, ZM91, AN94, AN96, AG97b, AG97c, AG97a, Ano97-32, Ano98g, BD92, Bol97, BV97, Com94c, CDG95, Cl99, DD95, Dan97, Dhe98, Di 99, DFR91, Don98, FGR96b, Fra96, FL93, Gol96a, GEL98, Han95, Han97, Han99, Har91, Hof95, IS99, Jen98, JW91, JP96, KS90, Kob91a, LRW93, Lai95, Lea90]. Cryptographic [Lev91, LL93b, Lub96, Mau91c, Mea95, Mol98, Mru92, IPNdbbbpr91, NT93, Nyb98, Pau98, PKM97, Ros97c, Sch93g, SZZ94a, SZZ95b, Ste99b, Way98, WN94, XZZ97, XZZ98, YS91, ZZ97, ZLX99]. Cryptographic-Token [Nys99]. Cryptographical [KP95, GvP98]. Cryptographically [BSD98, Cha90, CvHP91, H994, PGV92, ZZ96, DT93, IS97, KSB96a, MCD98b, SKB97, Bou94]. Cryptographically-secure [Bou94]. cryptography [ANS97, ANS98b, Ano97k, Ano99l, AA93, ABDS96, Av98, BCE+94, BGG94, BGG95, BGR98a, Bel98, BB+91, BBE92, Bir98, Bla93, BK95d, BL96b, BL96a, BGV93, Boy95a, Bra90a, Bra94a, Bus97, Cae96b, DDJ98a, DL96, DP98a, DP98b, Dav91, Dav96, DG96, De 93c, Des94a, DHQ98a, DHQ98b, Des98c, Dit90, DNN91a, Dro96, Dwe97, Ele99, Eri99, Fer99b, Fis97, FBS97, FJM+96, FJRS96, FGLP96a, FGLP96b, Gan93, Gem97, Gol95a, Gol97a, Gol97b, Gon98, HK99a, HP98a, HSS99, Hat96, Hed97, HL93b, Hir98, HAH94, HKS97a, HKS97b, Hru95a, Hru96, Hru98, HLM96, HH98, HBLK99, JR96, KM97, Kal97a, Kal98e, KS98a, Kal99, KSS+92, Kn98a, Kob94, KA91, RSA93f, Lac93, LM94b, Lin96a, Los97, Mad98b, MY91, Mau99a, Mau99b, Mau97c, Mc96, MP91, Mit92b, Mks99, NC97]. Cryptography [Nic98a, Nic98b, PAK+98, Pat96, P95, PT95, PGCSN96, Por91, PB99b, RSA99b, Rad97, RHE94, Rit99, Riv90b, Riv93b, Riv97b, Ros96d, RK99, Sla99, DP91, Sas99a, SKB99, SSP98, Sch94c, Sch96a, Sch96b,
cryptography [FM91, FK93b, Fra99, Fra93, Fri96, Gar96b, GZ91, Gen99c, Gol99a, Gol97c, Gre94, GTGW94, HA00, Hir97, Hru95b, Hwa91, Hwa93, IZ98, IZ99, Imp92, Joh97b, JY98, Kau96, KM98b, KK97, Kip97, Kob91c, Kob98b, Lag90, Lee99a, LM94a, LMS90, Loc90, vdL98, Lue95, MB94h, Mat98, Mun93b, MY98, Mei96b, MVV97, Mic97, Mil92, Mur96, NM96a, NM96b, NKC94, NS95, Nec91, Nic99, Nyb94, Org98a, Od94b, Par96, PG97a, PG97b, PC98, PP92b, PV93d, PR98, Riv98c, Rot95a, Sal90, Sal96, Sch92c, SM94+97, SMD99, Sch99e, Sch90c, Sch97c, SPP98, Shp99a, Shp99b, Sin99, Sin99b, Sh98, SMD99, Sta96d, Ste98a, Tas98, TM99, USE96c, Woe97, Wol93a, YL93, van98, Boy95b, Dar97, Dav94, Sch99b, vdWS97, Wa99a, vs97, Sha99a].
cryptography-dedicated [NM96b].
Cryptography-in-the-Large [Bla93].
Cryptography-in-the-Large [Bla93].
Cryptoki [Ano96-28].
Cryptol [Lac93].
Cryptologia [Ers99, DKK+98, Joh98].
cryptologic [RK98b].
Cryptologie [Bra93b, Bec90, Sch98e].
Cryptologist [Pin98, Sch94a].
Cryptology [Ano93g, Ber96b, Beu94, Bra90b, Bra90c, Bra90d, Bra94a, Bra95d, Bri92, Bri93, Buc91a, Buc91b, BK97, Cal92, Dam90a, DSB99, GPT91a, GPT91b, Kum97, MZ98, Pom90a, PG90, Pre98b, Rhe93, Rom90a, Sim92, Smi94a, Sti93b, Sti94, Tou92, Tro97, Van95b, Wei98, AK98, Ana97-37, Bau97, Bec88, CW94, Cop95b, Cop95d, Dam91a, Dam99b, Dav91, De 95, Des94b, Du98, Fei91, Fum97, Gol90b, GQ95, Hei94, IRM93, Joh95, Kal97c, KM96a, Kob96, Kra98, LOX99, Lid90, Lip93, Mun96b, McC90b, Mei92, MV91, New97, Nyb98, OiDP98, PSN95b, QV90, QC95, Rat96, Ruc93, Scu92, SP90, SZ93, Seg92, Ste99b, Uni94c, Unixxb, Uni95b, Web93, Wie99, Wil98a].
cryptography-dedicated [NM96b].
Cryptography-in-the-Large [Bla93].
Cryptoki [Ano96-28].
Cryptol [Lac93].
Cryptology [Ers99, DKK+98, Joh98].
cryptologic [RK98b].
Cryptologie [Bra93b, Bec90, Sch98e].
Cryptologist [Pin98, Sch94a].
Cryptology [Ano93g, Ber96b, Beu94, Bra90b, Bra90c, Bra90d, Bra94a, Bra95d, Bri92, Bri93, Buc91a, Buc91b, BK97, Cal92, Dam90a, DSB99, GPT91a, GPT91b, Kum97, MZ98, Pom90a, PG90, Pre98b, Rhe93, Rom90a, Sim92, Smi94a, Sti93b, Sti94, Tou92, Tro97, Van95b, Wei98, AK98, Ana97-37, Bau97, Bec88, CW94, Cop95b, Cop95d, Dam91a, Dam99b, Dav91, De 95, Des94b, Du98, Fei91, Fum97, Gol90b, GQ95, Hei94, IRM93, Joh95, Kal97c, KM96a, Kob96, Kra98, LOX99, Lid90, Lip93, Mun96b, McC90b, Mei92, MV91, New97, Nyb98, OiDP98, PSN95b, QV90, QC95, Rat96, Ruc93, Scu92, SP90, SZ93, Seg92, Ste99b, Uni94c, Unixxb, Uni95b, Web93, Wie99, Wil98a].
[BDHJ98, BHSV98b, BHSV98a, BS91b, BLM94, BS91c, BS97a, BS90b, CGJ+99, DP98c, ESST99, FY98a, FY98b, FY99, GJKR99, GPCSN96, GGH97b, Gor93a, HGS98, HMV93, Hes97, HR90, Iss90, Kal98g, KL95a, Kor93, KV93, KKOT91, KP93, LH93a, Len99a, Men93, Men95a, Mic93a, Mic93b, Mi93b, MOM91, MM98a, MM98b, vO91a, Pai99a, Pai99d, Poi99, RY97, Rud91, Sma99, Son99, dW91b, Wie98b, WZ99, Yam98b, YY99b, dW91q1a, vO91b, AA99, Ale92, And94b, APDS93, B190, BS91a, BS90a, Bih92, BF96, B197, BBL95, BK98g, CZ90, Ca90, CC98, Cha95a, CL97a, CNST98, C199, Com90, Des90b, Des90a, DF90, Des93, ES97, FK94, FSS94, FGMY97a, FM99a, GOL90, GH99, GP97, Has99, HNM98, Hor99, JM96a, Jar96, JQ98a, KM99a, Kob90, Kob91b, Koc90, Kob97].

cryptosystems [Kos99, LL96, Lan96, LS98a, Ler97, LZ90, LZ91a, LZ91b, LDW94, LL97b, Lon92, MV90, Mi93a, Mi99, MS99c, Moo92, MV98, NM94, NY90, Odl90, OS91, OS92, Rac90, SS98a, SS98, SS98a, SH99, SG98, SMK98b, Sun91a, SH94, SS98b, Tab94, Tak97, Tao94, VZ97, Xie92, Xie93, XL98, XL99, YM98a, YY99, YY98c, Zho94, ZPY96, vO92, vT94, Wai98].

CS [Ano93c, Ano94a, Pin98, SV98, Vau99b, Vau99c].

CSP [DS97d].

CTS [BR96a].

Cube [Per93].

cubic [CL99, GH99, Koy95, KK96].

cultivate [AHdJ97].

Cultural [UFC94].

cultures [Rat96].

Cumulative [GPSN98, JM93].

cunning [Ben94].

Cunningham [YY98a].

curbs [Ano99n].

Current [J98c, Ril98].

Curve [AMV90, DP98c, Dem94, ESST99, Fer99b, HSSI99, Kal97a, Kal98g, KMK99, Kob98c, Len99a, L99d, Men93, Men95a, Mi93b, OFF93, RY97, SOOS95, SW93, WZ99, AMV93, ASM98, BC90, FM99, GP97, HNM98, IKNY98, JQ98b, KSK96, Kob91b, KK98, KOT95a, KOT95b, LLH96, MV90, Mi99, SX90, VZ97, Wri98a].

Curves [Ano95u, BS91a, CTT94, De98d, DMPW98, Hes97, JQ97, KM97, KMOV91, MS93, MM96b, Mi96, SSNP99, BGR94, BBI90, BS91a, BSS99, CPPK98, DLL99, Eng99, FR94, Ga99, GLV99, GK99b, IS99, Kob91a, Koy95, KK96, Ler97, Mau91b, MVZ93, Mi93a, VZ97, XL98, Z98].

Curvilinear [SCG99].

Cusick [YT96].

Custom [Nor95b].

customer [Nor95c].

Customised [GN95c, HHD99].

Customising [NO96].

Cut [BLM99].

CutRes [BLM99].

Cuts [Gar98b, Den95].

cyaneide [Mar98b].

Cyber [An971, Ano97-50].

Cyberbanking [Mur96].

CyberMall [Mar95a].

cybernetics [LS98a].

Cyberpunks [HM91, HM92, HM95].

Cyberpunk [HM91, HM92, HM95].

Cyberpunking [Zm96b].

Cyberspace [Ber97b, Coh9b, Gar97c].

Cyberwar [Kan96].

Cycle [GAGCDAFC99].

cyclic [PS97].

Cycling [GS99b].

cyclotomic [SW95a].

Cyclo [Bos90].

cylinder [Cas90].

cylinder-cipher [Gad98].

Cylinder [An99d, CMKK98].

cyphers [Gar93].

czar [Saw97].

Czech [Ste99b, vWN99, Hru98].

D [Ben99, BALS99, CK95, Nas94, TK99, Wor96, YY99a].

D.E.S. [Cle91].

D.S.A. [NMVR95a, NMVR95b].

Dabbling [Ritxx].

DAEs [J98v].

Dallas [ACM98b].

Damgård [DG93].

Damgård’s [Rib90].

dan [IPNdbbbprm91].

Dark [YY96].

DASS [Kan93].

Data [Ada92a, Ali97, Ano92c, Nat93b, Ano95f, Ano96c, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97a, Ano97-40, Ano97-42, Ano98b, Ano99f, Ano99a, AWV99, BGML96, BRS99, Ber98, BS95b, BS98, BY92, BW98, BKZ98, Cle96, Con99b, CH99b, DC98c, DFGH99, EKLM99, Ga990, Gre90, Gui97, HS96a, Iut91b, JMLW94, Karp97, KH98b, LvdLB96, LT98, MPPS95, MSH99, Mc97, Nat93c, Nat93a, NHB98, OA94, Sch99b, Sch94m, See97, Sme97, Sto90, SZT96a, TYD99, Tay90, TLS99, Way91, WSFC99].
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IMA [Boy95b, Dar97, Far93, Wal99a]. Image [BKZ98, BNP99, DS96, DP99, Fri93, HPA99, HPG98, HWJ98, IEE95a, IEE97a, IEE96e, IEE97h, IEE97j, KZ95, KM92, LMP99, Mae98, Man98, Pit95, PZ98, PNFK95, Sch99b, SC96a, SCxx, SJJ7, SD97, SZ96b, TOH98, VP99, Wal95, YKY99, BBP98b, BCD98, CCH98, JT96, JT97b, KS98c, KGC93, HK97, NP98b, OP97, OP98, OK96, PPBC97, Sch95b, Se95, SHG98, TKS98, VP96, VP98, Xie98, YM98, CFK +91].
Image-Adaptive [PZ98]. Imagery [WD97].
Images [BLMO95, BO96b, B99, Car95, J98c, KR98, KPR99, LvdLL97, Lv99, LS9V95, MFG95, NNEK97, Per97, SC96b, SZ96a, WD96, ZK95, BP98b, BP98c, BBCP97, BCBP98a, BCV97, BOD95, CKLS96c, HW98b, Ibb97, Irw98, Nas94, Nat97a, ODB96, ÖPH +99, Pit96a, RRP97, RKDB96, TA97, XBA97, ZL97]. Imaginary [HJP97b, HJP98a, ZPY96].
Imagination [Sha99a, Ros97c].
personification [SNT93]. Implementation [An96, Bih97b, Bra96, BS91h, Dae99, DGT96, DRR95, DBVD96, Ebe93, Fei93, Fei96, FOM91, Gla99a, HKQ99, HRV99, IM93b, KP99a, Koc94, Koc96a, Lan97, LCN99, NM99, OSA91, PL94, PP90, Ros96b, SJ98e, She95b, Tou92, Var99a, YKY99, You97, Zim99, BR96b, BC90, CKM99, Dia91, HNM98, IM93a, LS98a, LL98b, Men91, MV90, MZ98, MPL99, Nor95a, Pa96, Per91, SS98a, See97, SAM97, V95, XL98, Koe99].
Implementations [Bas98, Bri90b, G0n98, HK98, HK99d, Koc96b, Mos98, SV93, Wal99c, Web98, WS98, Gai90, KSK96, PA93, Zho94]. Implementing [SAS99b, Van95a, Lee99a]. Implications [Bas93, CMYY98, NS99b, PN92, Van95a, Wei95]. Implicit [Jam98, MILY93]. Implicitly [HRV99]. implies [LHL95b, LHL95a]. Importance [BDL97, Sch99b, CM97d]. important [Sta94a, Woe97]. Impossibility [MP91]. Impossible [BBS99a, Fer99a, BBS98a, OK96a].
Imprimitive [Pat99]. Improve [Fan92]. Improved [An96f, BK98e, Bo90, BS91g, CRRY99, CJL +92, JM99, JJ99b, KM96b, LD99, RP95b, SH97, SAM97, WS98, YL95b, YL95a, ZY99, Cao99, He92, NMVR95a, NMVR95b, SH95a, SH95b]. improvements [BB95b, Bir95]. Improvements [HIJ99, Kne90, IKNY98]. Improving [BHS93, BKPS93, GLV99, SF97, SZ94a, SMK98a, Sun98a, HM97b].
Impulse [She92c]. IMS [IEE94a]. In-memory [Ven90]. in/for [SHG98]. Inaccuracies [OD99]. inadequacy [Kah98b]. Including [DGV93, DW94, JS95b, JS95a, KL95b,
incorporation [Ano95c].

increased [HS96b]. Increasing [AP93, Bao94, BKR98a, BKR98b, Bla94a, KFJP96, Mar97]. Incremental [BGG94, BGG95, BD93, Fis97].

independence [RS98a]. Independent [Abe98a, Mau91c]. Index [MZ98, JV98b]. Index- [JV98b]. Indexing [ADEDS99, DRR95].

Indic [MZ98, JV98b]. Indicia [TYH96]. Indies [Fra99, Hir97, Hir98]. Indistinguishability [BS99b, BS99c, NR98].

Indistinguishability-Based [BS99b, BS99c]. Individual [IKM99, Uni98a, HN98, Uni98d, Wel95].


Industry [ANS98b, Kan96, Lea99, Uni98j, AA95, Acc97, CWM+91, Uni98k, Wel95, Zai97]. ineffective [Min97, MBY97].

inequalities [van97a]. Inequality [MS99b]. Inference [ZHJ98, Jan95]. Infinite [CK90, HKL94]. infinitely [Ito91]. infinitesimal [Mra95].

Influence [MM92b, NH98]. Infocom [IEE92d, IE94f, IE95c]. Inform [YT96]. Information [And96c, Int91a, Ano93g, Ano95p, Ano95r, Ano96a, Ano97b, Aur98, AR99, Bar94, Bas93, BDGV93, BLMO95, BS91g, Cac98, CFGS99, CW94, CFG96, Den99, DMFB97, GRS96, GHGD98, HOQ97, He96a, HH94, HRR0, IE99a, IE97k, ISO97, KG96, KR98, KM96a, LOX99, LBHM99, Lin96a, Mau93a, MW96a, Man97a, Mau99a, Mau99b, MO99, Nys99, OdDP98, Or96, Ped91d, PL94, Pl96a, Phi98, Pit96b, PB99a, PGV93c, Pre98c, RSA93e, RSA99a, RIP95a, Sch97d, Sga93, STP93, SC96b, Sti93a, Stu99, Uni98i, Uni98k, VPM97, Wol98, Ada91, Ano97-43, Ano98d, BDGV96, BP95b, BDC+95, Bra90d, CM95, CC95, CKGS98, DL96, Dav98c, DF98, FM98b, Gru98, Gua90, Han95, Han99, HW91, IE95c, Jae90a, Jae90b, Ken95, KS98c, KW92, Mar95b, Mau93b, NIS92, Ped91b, Ped91e, Rot95a, Sch90c].

information [Sch97c, SG96b, Sim92, Tas98, Uni97c, WSFC99, van97a, GS94b].

Information-Theoretic [Cac98, MW96a, Mau99a, Mau99b, MO99, Ped91d, Wol98, Sga93, Ped91b, Ped91e].

Information-Theoretically [Mau97a].

Informational [Sga90]. Infrared [DDJ98].

Infrastructure [HFPS99, Or9l6, SSS99d, VSH97, Ame95, Ame96a, FB97, GH96, HMT+98].

Infrastructures [Ano99j, BPK99, BFK99, RCM99].

Inherent [She94c, KSB96b, KSB97]. Initial [Bih98b, BBDR99, SVB99, Ano96h, JJ91].

Initialization [YY99b, Ano96h, Mey97b].

Ink [BD99a, JM99]. ink [AHMS99].

Inmarsat [Ano99f, Lam99]. Inmarsat-B [Ano99f, Lam99]. Inn [IEE92a, IEE94a, IEE97e]. Inner [SVa+98].

Innocuous [CD97]. Innovations [BPBV99].


insure [Mit92a]. Inslaw [Eri97b].

Instance [BDPSN95]. Instantiation [SHK99b].

Institute [Far93, IEE94b, Ber96b]. Instruction [Cla99, SSS98, Beu94, Kuh98].

Instruction-level [Cla99]. Instructions [Ros96a]. instrument [CWM+91].

instruments [Sch93c]. Insulator [NFQ99].

Insurance [Eri97b]. Integer [MM98a, MM98b, OdI95, vO91a, SM91, vO91b, KM99a, Mao98, Pos93, vO92].

Integrated [Ano96-28, KV99, Smi98a, YS91, SY92]. Integrating [BoI98a, BoI98b, GSY99, GL96, LBHM99, LC96a, ReI92, Smi98a, AP93].

Integration [Ala93a, Ano97-34, CHLT99, CKN99, FO99b,
Integrity [BP95b, Ou99, RIP95b, RIP95a, VCF+90, Sim92, Tay94]. Intel [Gar97b, GC97, GO96c, JK97, SW97a, SW97b, Wor96]. Inteligenz [CWM+91], Intellectual [BP95b, Ou99, RIP95b, RIP95a, VCF+90, Sim92, Tay94]. Intel [Gar97b, GC97, GO96c, JK97, SW97a, SW97b, Wor96]. 

De 93a, HRT96, IH99b, Kay95, Koh90, Kn93, KNT94, Lei99a, Lin96b, Lun90, Men91, NT94, Rus90, SA95, Sin95, Ste92, Ts’97, Tun99, Yu94a, Yu94b]. Kernel [BCCG93, WB92]. Kerry [IEE96c]. KEY [YY98d, ANS97, ANS98b, AKP96, AAB97, Ano96o, Ano96w, Ano97k, An97v, An98f, BN97a, BNS96, BPS98, BT99a, BV90, BV91b, BV92a, BWH98, BWH99, BZ94, CC99a, CM97a, CN98, CN98b, CN99a, CN99b, CN99c, CN99d, CN99e, CN99f, CN99g, CN99h, CN99i, CN99j, CN99k, CN99l, CN99m, CN99n, CN99o, CN99p, CN99q, CN99r, CN99s, CN99t, CN99u, CN99v, CN99w, CN99x, CN99y, CN99z, CN99}. Key [HP99a, HP99b, HY93b, HY98a, HY98b, HY98c, HY98d, HY98e, HY98f, HY98g, HY98h, HY98i, HY98j, HY98k, HY98l, HY98m, HY98n, HY98o, HY98p, HY98q, HY98r, HY98s, HY98t, HY98u, HY98v, HY98w, HY98x, HY98y, HY98z, HY99a, HY99b, HY99c, HY99d, HY99e, HY99f, HY99g, HY99h, HY99i, HY99j, HY99k, HY99l, HY99m, HY99n, HY99o, HY99p, HY99q, HY99r, HY99s, HY99t, HY99u, HY99v, HY99w, HY99x, HY99y, HY99z].
Key-Agreement [RSA93b].
Key-clustering [Kum97].
Key-dependency [MAO96].
Key-Dependent [FBS98]. Key-Escrow [VvT97]. Key-Exchange [Dan95].
Key-management [MLA91].
Key-Recovery [Oka98a, Oka98b].
Key-Schedule [KSW96].
Key-Search [KP99a].
Key-Share [BWM99b].
Key-signing [Ros96a, Ros96e, Ros96f].
Key-specific [LMS97].
Keyboard [GO96c, She95a, Ale97].
Keyboards [CFK+91].
Keyed [Ano95a, BFN98b, KBC97, Luc97, Luc99c, LW99, MS95c, MS95d, Pre95b, MS95e, BFN98a, Gon95, KBC96].
Keyed-Hashing [KBC97].
Keyed-MD5 [KBC96].
Keying [BCK96d, BCKxx].
KeyNote [BFK99].
Keys [ACM94b, ADF98, BV96, BF97b, Bur94c, Daeh8, EHMS99, Gir91, KSHW97, KSHW98, KM99c, Luc98b, MP91, PS98g, SV99a, SV99b, Ste94a, Vau96, Way96b, Ano96h, Bih94a, CH79b, Cll99, DG-V94c, JP96, KC95, Knu95, LL93b, MB99, MF97, Mok97, SSI97a, SSI97b, SV99a, SH99, Sta95a].
Keystream [CD98c].
Keystroke [JG90]. KG [Uni94a, Uni94b]. KG-94 [Uni94a, Uni94b].
KHF [Wag98a].
Khufu [BBS99b, GC94].
Khwarizmi [CFK+91].
Kid [FK93a].
kids [WS96c].
Kimba [KW99].
Kind [AM97, Gad91, SX90].
Kingdom [D+98, Lom97].
Kingston [HA00, TM99].
Kiosk [BO96a, Gar96b].
kit [Ano97-38, Sun91b].
Kleptographic [YY97b].
Kleptograph [YY97a].
KMOV [Ble97].
KN [SMK98a].
Knap sack [CP91, JS93b, ACBR90, CZ90, He92, JG95, LC97b, Odl90, Wan92b, Yu92, Zha91].
knapsack-based [He92].
Knapsacks [CJS91, Ort95b, Ort95a].
Know [DDJ98b, Fly97, Hill97, Kir95, Mil95].
knowing [Ble96].
Knowledge [ADBB99, BMT98, BG90, BG93, BJY97, Bie98, BD91, BDB92, COM99, Coc97, CDS94, CD98b, Dam99a, DP94a, DP99, DO99, DK93, DS98b, GMW91, GK96, GSV99, GO93, HT98, JKP99, NOV93, NM99, O99, RS91, SI93a, SY99, Stu99, Sy92, Tou91, BOGG+90, BB95a, BB95b, CDP95, DP94a, DF93, DF94, DF91b, Sah99, Sak97].
Knowledge-Based [Bie98].
Knowledge-Level [BMT98].
known [Ano91b, BK95a, MY93a, vOW91].
known-plaintext [vOW91].
KnowRight [BS95c].
KnowRight [IEE94a].
Knotn [CFK+91].
KoMod [ST99].
Komputer [Ano97-50].
Konstanz [Bie98].
Korea [Ano93g, KM96a, Rhe93].
Korea-Japan [Ano93g].
Korean [LL98a].
Korteweg [GK95b].
Kruh [CFK+91].
Krypto [FK93a].
Kryptographie [KK97].
Kryptosysteme [Hor99].
KtSeqC [BG99].
Kudos [SVa+98].
Künstliche [CWM+91].
kuo [XtTmW94].
Kupree [DH96b, HS94, HS96b].
Kurz [Ger97].
Kyongju [KM96a].
Kyoto [Ano99c].
SAS99b, ACM99a, Ata94, DDP94b, GA98, Il94, LS98a, PS93a, Sak97, vWN99. **LANs**
[She92f]. **LANSCAPE**
[Ri96, Ano94g, Ano94h]. **LapCAD**
[Ano93k]. **Laptop**
[GPR98]. **Large**
[Bla93, BDHG99a, BDHG99b, CS97a, LO91b, LM95, NNEK97, PF94, Riv91a, SA95, SS90, She92a, Csi95, DT93, DL95, Fra90, FO093, Has99, MDS00, Yan95, Yua92]. **Larger**
[PB97b]. **Laser**
[Ano93h, JC93]. **Last**
[dBB91, dB91]. **Late**
[Bur99]. **latencies**
[JG90]. **Later**
[Sch95a, Gol97c, Roe95]. **latest**
[Bee97]. **Latin**
[BSNP97, Son99]. **Lattice**
[Ano97-29, BK98g, CC99b, CNS99b, GGH97b, CC99a, SH95a, SH95b]. **Lattice-Based**
[CC99b, CC99a]. **Lattices**
[Dwo97, Ste98a, BV97]. **launch**
[Taa98]. **Launches**
[Gar97c]. **Lausanne**
[IEE96e]. **Law**
[And96a, Bro94, Cae96b, Swi97, Uni95a, Cli99, Way93c]. **laws**
[Ano97-50, Bre97a, Cha94b, Gen99a, Gen99b]. **Lawsuits**
[Lea99]. **Layer**
[BB95c, FK99, Sar97, Wu96, Mye97]. **Layered**
[Jun99, RC95]. **layers**
[AP93]. **Layout**
[BW98]. **LCN**
[IEE97l]. **LCN’98**
[IEE98f]. **LCT**
[ZYR90]. **League**
[PWU99]. **Leakage**
[WI99, HJKY95, SG96b]. **Learn**
[Hel98b]. **Learning**
[BV98a, COM99, FCH99, HC99, Ho99, KV94, Riv93b, SKIT99, BFKL94, Kh93, Kos97]. **Leave**
[Hus99]. **Lectures**
[Dam99b, Fri96, Pr98]. **Lee**
[Scu92, LZ91b]. **Lee/Alek**
[Scu92]. **legacy**
[Un91]. **Legal**
[CYY98, HA96, Mos98, Rad97, Ros95b, Wi94, Ame95, Ame96a, Sch93e]. **Legislation**
[RDK98, Mad98d, May97]. **legislative**
[Cli99]. **legislators**
[Bre97a]. **legitimate**
[Cli99]. **Leighton**
[Zhe95a]. **lemma**
[HKM95]. **Lempel**
[Mun91a, Mun91b]. **lend**
[Ri96]. **Length**
[BR99a, BR99b, GS94a, Sch94b, YY98a, CC98, Han94, KL95b, MPL99, Su98, ZPS93]. **Length-3**
[YY98a]. **length-restricted**
[MPL99]. **Lengths**
[BDR96, HMV93]. **Lens**
[FCD98]. **Lesions**
[ZTR99]. **Less**
[BDB99b, Vv97]. **lesson**
[Scu92, WL94]. **Lessons**
[McC96]. **Let**
[DDJ98e, DDJ98f]. **lets**
[Way93b]. **Lett**
[YT96]. **Letter**
[BCE94, Joh99]. **Letters**
[Bur98b, MGL98, PKA98, SaA98, BY92]. **Leuven**
[PGV93d, Pre95a, PR98]. **Level**
[BMT98, HV98, MB99a, VW94, AG95, Ano97-30, Cla99, DF92, HWF96, Rus90]. **Levels**
[Bor96, GTGW94, dVdV98]. **LFSR**
[Kra94b, MRR99]. **LFSR-Based**
[Kra94b]. **Li**
[FW01, vT93]. **Li-Wang**
[vT93]. **li.vi.5**
[CFK91]. **liberty**
[Ele99, Wad98]. **Libraries**
[AR97, BPBV99, DL99, IEE98d, SHG98, DSSZ99]. **Library**
[Ano97-39, DK91, KHB99, Dhe98, RRP97, Man98]. **licence**
[Ano97-51]. **License**
[AG99]. **Licenses**
[Ano97-39, TJ97]. **Licensing**
[Par98a]. **Life**
[CJ99, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, DQ94, GACDAFC99, Ros95a, CWM91]. **Life-Span**
[DQ94]. **Lift**
[Gar97a]. **liftings**
[CNST98]. **lifts**
[Ano99m]. **Light**
[Gar97b, HP98, YH98, BGF95]. **light-weight**
[BGF95]. **Like**
[JQ97, BS90a, BS91c, CC98, Kob99, MS95f, MT99c, Nac93, WSFC99, XZ97, Kim93, KP93, Way93a]. **Likely**
[Bar96a]. **Limit**
[Lea99, Way93c]. **Limitations**
[BM91a, CMY98, Fis98, KV94]. **Limited**
[AR99, BDR99, DQV96, VB99]. **Limiting**
[KR96]. **Limits**
[An96b, AP98, EKK99, Swi97, BH98, Coh99, SOB98]. **Line**
[Bra95b, Cac95a, Cac95b, CF95, DT98a, Eil99, EGM90, EGM96, LMO95, PF999, SS99e, SS99f, Tra99, DL98, Gau97, Mao98, Na91, BM99]. **Line/Off**
[EGM90, EGM96]. **Linear**
[Ano95a, AMP99, BGS96, BK94a, BL95, BPV99, CFSY96, Dae95, DD99, Des98a, vdV95a, DLR97, Goll95b, HO96, Hau98b, KR94b, KR95a, KTM99, KR99b, LO91b, LH94, MS94, Mat93, Mat94b, Mat96a, Nyb95, OA94, Ros98a, SZ96, SF97, Sch96c,
Sch991, Sel98a, SK98c, SK98b, TN97, TSM95, YMWP99, ZYR91, Ala93a, AW95, BSN95, Bao94, BI93, Bh95b, BD95a, CC98, CV95, FCD98, FR95b, GN95a, HKM95, Haw98a, Jak98, KY95b, KYxx, KR96c, Kuk99, Lai95, LL98, Lan95, MM90a, MAO96, MK92, OG95, SKD94, Tze99, YT95a, YT95b, ZYR90, ZH90, vD95b, vT94, Du90.

**Linear-Time** [KR99b].

**Linearity** [SB95].

**Linguistic** [CH99b].

**Link** [Ano98m].

**Linkage** [HCY96b, LC97a].

**Linked** [BRS99].

**Linking** [BLLV98, CM95, RP94, SM99].

**Links** [Blo99, CV95, DDNM98, JC93].

**L'inuktitut** [Ano99k].

**Linux** [Cor98, DDJ98a, Eri97b, Mor97].

**Lion** [AB96a].

**Lippman** [vdWS97, vS97].

**LISA** [USE99b].

**LISA'96** [USE96a].

**List** [LC97b, Uni97d].

**Lists** [FGR92, Riv98b].

**literate** [Sab94].

**little** [Ano91b].

**little-known** [Ano91b].

**Lives** [DDJ98d].

**LL** [FY95a].

**LLL** [Mis97].

**loadable** [Ano98m].

**Local** [Fum93, IEE97l, IEE98f, MM95].

**Localization** [PJ99].

**Locating** [KP93].

**Location** [FJP96, Jac96, KFJP96, KRJ98, WHFG92, FT95].

**lock** [Ano96o].

**Lock** [BC97, CS96b, CS97b].

**Locks** [Way95, CC95].

**Locomotive** [Var99b].

**Loen** [LW96].

**Loftus** [Hel94].

**Log** [Bal99, GJKR99, Gor93b, PS98b, WD98, YY97b, Koh90, SS95a, SK97d].

**logarithm** [CP95, CS97d, FR94, FMR99, HY93b, HI97, HMP95, Mc99a, MVZ98, NR95].

**Logarithms** [BBT94, CH98, GM93b, LO91a, Man94, MW99, vO91a, Sh97, Tes98, vO91b, vV94, Gor93b, HI97, Odl94a, SS95b, SS95c, vO92].

**LOGCFL** [LMSV99].

**Logging** [Zol93].

**Logic** [AHMS99, BR99a, BAN90, CIBM99, CO98, DRR95, Gue98b, SG95, SM95a, SHK99b, CS99, Pos98].

**Logical** [PS99f, Wad93].

**Logics** [ADD99, GAGCDACF99, KW99, Len99b, WK96, Bad99, XXZ97].

**Login** [ARH95, DQ93, Hil97].

**Logout** [Poo95].

**Logs** [SK98a, SK99].

**LOKI** [BS91f, BKPS93, Kn92a, Knu93c, Kn94, TSM95].

**LOKI91** [Kn93, Kn93a, SF97].

**LOKI97** [BPS99, RK98a, Rij99].

**London** [Ano93d, Ano97-28].

**Lone** [Ano97-33].

**LONE-TAR** [Ano97-33].

**Long** [CH97, Len96a, RH93, SSS98, Pos93].

**Long-term** [CH97].

**Longevity** [Rot95b].

**Look** [Coh96, Has99, Pi95, Zha97, GTGW94, Han95, Han99, Way91].

**Look-up** [Has99].

**Looks** [Sch97b, Mad96, vdW97, vS97].

**Loops** [vA+98, SHK99b].

**Lorenz** [Car97b, Dav98d].

**Lose** [GPR98, Way96b].

**Loss** [Law98].

**Loss** [PW97c].

**Lossy** [CI96].

**Lottery** [Riv97a].

**Lotto** [QD91].

**Lottery** [QD91].

**Lotus** [Dwo95].

**Louisiana** [ACM91, ACM97b, USE95a].

**Louisiana** [ACM91, ACM97b, USE95a].

**Louvain** [Ano90, CJL+92, DQ96, G96a, MM9W98].

**Low-Bandwidth** [Bla96a, Bla96b].

**Low-Cost** [KK99, PA99b, DVQ96].

**low-density** [CJL+92].

**Low-Exponent** [CF99a].

**Low-Entropy** [KSH97, KSH98].

**Low-Exponent** [CF99a].

**Low-Power** [Ano99c, T+99].

**Low-Randomness** [DP99].

**Low-Weight** [PK95a, PK95b, Pen96].

**Lowell** [IEE98f].

**Lower** [BD97, CCT94, OK95, Sch991, Gsa91b, St93a, vHPP93, GN95a, KO96, KO97, Sh99b].

**LR** [BP98c].

**LSI** [SKNO98a, SKNO98b].

**Lu** [LA91b].

**Lu-Lee** [LA91b].

**Luby** [BKR98a, BKR98b, Luc96a, Luc96b, PRS99].

**Luby-Rackoff** [BKR98a, BKR98b, Luc96a, Luc96b, PRS99].
Masonic [Mor92]. Mass [USE98b, ZTR99].
Massachusetts [ACM96a, IEE95c, IEE98f, USE94].
MASSC [Tua99]. Massey [WLB93, LLG10]. Massive [Pos98].
Massively [GM93b]. Master [BF96, CWM91]. Master-key [BF96].
Mathematical [BDFM99, BPBV99, Car98, Lid90]. Mathematics [Far93, Mil96b, Cou99, Duf98, Sch91b].
Matsumoto [Pat95]. Mattheyses [CKM99]. Maximal [Bru91, Mau90, HJPT98a, HJPT98b].
Maxims [DSB99, Bau97]. Maximum [DJL93, Koh99]. May [ACM90, ACM91, ACM93, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96b, ACM97c, ACM98b, ACM99b, And96c, Ano97-28, BV98c, CH96, CFG96, CMM93, Dan90a, Dan91a, Dan96, De95, FIP93b, Fun97, GQ95, GS94b, Hei96a, Hei94, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE94e, IEE95b, IEE97i, KG96, Mau96b, Niu98, PGV93d, QG95, Rue93, Ste99b, Un98d, Un99a, USE99c, Ano96b, Gen99b, Un98a]. McCain [Mad99a]. McCurley’s [WD98].
MD [IEE94b, NIS92, PvO95, USE92b]. MD-x [PvO95]. MD4 [Ano95a, dBB91, Dob95a, Dob96a, Dob98, Dobxx, Ka91, Riv90a, Riv91b, Riv92a, Van95, dB91].
MD5 [MG98a, Ano95b, BA97, BCKxx, Ber93, Dob96b, GTG94, KR95b, KBC96, MS95c, MR95b, OG97, Par98a, Pre95b, Riv92b, Ros93, Tou95, dB94]. MDx [SRRL98]. MDx-family [SRRL98].
(Masonic [Mor92]. Mass [USE98b, ZTR99].
Massachusetts [ACM96a, IEE95c, IEE98f, USE94].
MASSC [Tua99]. Massey [WLB93, LLG10]. Massive [Pos98].
Massively [GM93b]. Master [BF96, CWM91]. Master-key [BF96].
Mathematical [BDFM99, BPBV99, Car98, Lid90]. Mathematics [Far93, Mil96b, Cou99, Duf98, Sch91b].
Matsumoto [Pat95]. Mattheyses [CKM99]. Maximal [Bru91, Mau90, HJPT98a, HJPT98b].
Maxims [DSB99, Bau97]. Maximum [DJL93, Koh99]. May [ACM90, ACM91, ACM93, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96b, ACM97c, ACM98b, ACM99b, And96c, Ano97-28, BV98c, CH96, CFG96, CMM93, Dan90a, Dan91a, Dan96, De95, FIP93b, Fun97, GQ95, GS94b, Hei96a, Hei94, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE94e, IEE95b, IEE97i, KG96, Mau96b, Niu98, PGV93d, QG95, Rue93, Ste99b, Un98d, Un99a, USE99c, Ano96b, Gen99b, Un98a]. McCain [Mad99a]. McCurley’s [WD98].
MD [IEE94b, NIS92, PvO95, USE92b]. MD-x [PvO95]. MD4 [Ano95a, dBB91, Dob95a, Dob96a, Dob98, Dobxx, Ka91, Riv90a, Riv91b, Riv92a, Van95, dB91].
MD5 [MG98a, Ano95b, BA97, BCKxx, Ber93, Dob96b, GTG94, KR95b, KBC96, MS95c, MR95b, OG97, Par98a, Pre95b, Riv92b, Ros93, Tou95, dB94]. MDx [SRRL98]. MDx-family [SRRL98].
Meet [FY99, Van95b]. meeting [Ship99a, Zim96b]. Mellen [Err99].
Members [Par98c]. Membership [FGR92, Fis98, OOK91, SPH99, AK95, MW94, Sak97]. Memoir [Bar95]. memoirs [RK98b, Sel94].
Message-Resend [Ber97c]. Messages [CFPR96b, vD97, SS99c, SKAM99, Bre97b, CFPR96a, Joh97b, Kip97, Mit92a, Par98b,
Model-Checking [Bol98a, Bol98b].
Modeling [DD99, KM98a, LM96, SS99a, ZFKP98, ZFK98, Ano93k, CM97d].
Modelling [CK95, GAGCDFAFC99, HL92, LK98, NT93, PS99a, SM99, Tro93].
Models [Ben99, CH99b, DL99, DP99, Ger99a, HHD99, LL97a, OMA98, PZ98, SY99, SHT98a, TKG99, CT99b, Nis91, OMA97, SZT98b].
Modems [Gar97b].
Modern [Buc91b, Gol97a, Gol97b, Gol99a, VG99, Dam99b, Unixxa]. moderne [Bra93b].
Modes [Ano96c, Bih94b, Bih96, Bih98a, Bih99b, CV99, HP99a, HP99b, HRV99, MT95, NA95, SHK99b, Wag98b, Bih95a, Nas94].
Modification [AKF94, FG98, Sel98b].
Modifications [NM95, OMA98, Moi98].
Modified [BDG98, NK98a, PBGV90, Wic90, CLW98, HWB93, LZ91b].
Modula [Bra93b].
Modula-3 [Bra93b]. Modular [Ano96c, Bih94b, Bih96, Bih98a, Bih99b, CV99, HP99a, HP99b, HRV99, MT95, NA95, SHK99b, Wag98b, Bih95a, Nas94].
Modular [Ano96c, Bih94b, Bih96, Bih98a, Bih99b, CV99, HP99a, HP99b, HRV99, MT95, NA95, SHK99b, Wag98b, Bih95a, Nas94].
Modulo [Bra93b].
Modulo-Place-Invariants [DM94c]. modulus [Tze99]. molecular [ARRW99, Ram92].
Molecules [GC98].
MON [YY98d]. Monetary [Gar97c].
Money [YY98d].
Monkey [YY98d, YY98b].
Monograph [Lea90]. Monomial [Pat96].
MOPonopolizingKEYs [YY98b].
Monstör [Gar98b]. Montages [AKP99].
Montana [BCB97]. Monterey [USE99d].
Montgomery [NM94, BP99b, Kal95, KAK96, Nac93, NMR95].
Montgomery-suitable [NM94, Nac93].
Montreal [ACM94c]. Moose [Ros96b].
moot [Ano96d]. Morphology [Blo99].
Morphometry [SCG99]. Morses [SCH98].
Moscow [CW94]. Most [BV96, KAK96]. motion [Nas94, ONT98, YEA98].
Motorola [DK91, Gar97a]. Mouth [DDJ98c]. MOV [HIS99]. movable [GMLH94].
MPEG-2 [DS97c, HG97e, HG97d]. MPEG-4 [HEG98]. MPEG-encoded [DS97b].
MPEG2 [HSS99]. MPEG2 [DS97b].
Multi-Agent [Lee99b, VCG99, DDNM98]. MR [DTDJ99].
MRA [BALS99, LFCK99]. Ms [CFK91, Gar98a]. MS-DOS [Gar98a].
MSC [WSFC99]. Müller [JQ98b]. Multi [CM99b].
Multi-agent [CM99b]. Multi [BBDF97, BDD94, BM99c, CC99c, CF99c, DHS99, DF97, FMH98, HS94, HTW99, HVH98, JvV96, KSB97, Lee99b, Mar98a, PM99a, SNW98b, SJS98, Sut99, TN96a, TN96b, VC99, CL97a, CGS97, HW98c, KSB96b, SVWMB95, SOB98, VSB95].
Multi-Agent [Lee99b, VCG99, HTW99, PM99a].
Multi-Application [Mar98a, DF97].
Multi-authority [CF99c, CGS97]. multi-carrier [SVWMB95, SOB98, VSB95].
Multi-disciplinary [DF97].
multi-exponentiation [CL97a].
Multi-function [KS97, KS96b].
Multi-Receiver [SNW98b]. Multi-Secret [BM99c, BDD94]. multi-senders [HHW98c].
Multi-Service [HS94]. Multi-tiered [CC99c]. Multi-user [SJS98].
Multi-variable [TN96a, TN96b].
Multi-application [Gir99, Tua99].
Multicast [CM99b, PB99a, Mit92a].
multicasting [CM96]. multicasts [W99].
Multidimensional [BMS99].
Multidrawing [BMRW98]. Multifeature [Bet95c]. Multifunction [She94c].
Multigroups [OOK91]. Multilevel [CGB+93, GPSN98, KT96, DN95a, ZH93].
Multimedia [ACM96a, ADF98, CLKS96a, CKLS97, Dan96, D+98, ES98, FJV97, GO96c, HF97, IEE96b, IEE98e, IR99, KBR97, LvdLB96, Lip99, NAA99, ZK96, CLKS96b, IEE97k, Kat97, LS98a, Oko97, PS97].
Multimedia [ACM96a, ADF98, CKLS96a, CKLS96b, Dan96, D+98, ES98, FJV97, GO96c, HF97, IEE96b, IEE98e, IR99, KBR97, LvdLB96, Lip99, NAA99, ZK96, CLKS96b, IEE97k, Kat97, LS98a, Oko97, PS97].
Multimodal [ACM96a, ADF98, CKLS96a, CKLS96b, Dan96, D+98, ES98, FJV97, GO96c, HF97, IEE96b, IEE98e, IR99, KBR97, LvdLB96, Lip99, NAA99, ZK96, CLKS96b, IEE97k, Kat97, LS98a, Oko97, PS97].
Multimodal [ACM96a, ADF98, CKLS96a, CKLS96b, Dan96, D+98, ES98, FJV97, GO96c, HF97, IEE96b, IEE98e, IR99, KBR97, LvdLB96, Lip99, NAA99, ZK96, CLKS96b, IEE97k, Kat97, LS98a, Oko97, PS97].

n [ISO97, TN97]. n-bit [ISO97]. Naccache [Cus97]. Naccache-Stern [Cus97].
NAFTA [Mad98f]. nag [IPNdbbbprm91].
Nam [CLW98]. Name [Gar97a, Gar98b, Ano97-29, Lea90].
Nanomedicine [DDJ98e, DDJ98f]. Naor [Geh94]. Napa [IEE93a]. Napier [CWM+91], narrow [CC98], narrow-sense [CC98]. NASA [CWM+91]. National [Acc97, Ano96a, DDJ98b, Dan96, IEE94b, NIS92, Unis98a, Wei91a, Wei91b, Rat96, Unis98b, VB96].
Nations [Sch98a]. Natural [Dim94, KKL99].

[MSN99, Rus93b, Rom90b]. necessity [KK97].

Necessary [MSN99, Rus93b, Rom90b].

Net [Gar97a, Gar97b, Gar98a, GB98, Got99]. NetBill [CTSxx]. NetCard [AMS96].

Netherlands [Cha91, Hei96a, TV94, TV92]. netlist [CKM99]. Nets [Des98a, DR98b, KA99, YK98, NT93].

Netscape [DDJ98g, DDJ98h, GW96, Law98, She96b].
NetTracker [Ano97-34]. NetWare [ARH95]. Network [ACM98a, BK90, Coh99, DS90a, Ebe93, EH96, Fum93, GM93a, HS96a, Kan96, Koh90, KN93, KCCT94a, KCCT94b, Law98, Lee95, Len96b, Lom94, Mar99, MSK99a, MT99b, RS99a, She93d, SVB99, SS99d, Tun99, VDDR99, VN99, VN95, WKHG97, WN98b, Wu96, AP93, BGT96, Ha97, IS99, JJ95, SSM94, SY96b, Sta99a, UFC94, Yor96, ZG96].

network-centric [BGT96]. Network-Layer [Wu96].
networked [Ano97-28]. Networking [IEE98e, FJV97, LS98a]. Networks [ATAY98, AWV99, BF97a, Bra90a, CT99a, DQ93, HG97c, IEE97l, IEE98f, Jut98, KRJ98, Lea99, LSVVV95, OMV98, PKOT94, PT95, Por91, Sal91, SK96c, SK96d, SV94, STP93, THP98, Tow98, VSH97, Ver98a, Ano95q, Ano96j, ACBR90, Atk93, AC97, FB99b, CW91a, CWY98, Fra90, GBL94, HT95, Hor94, HLLC96, Jen99, LC96b, LC96c, NT94, Nor95a, O’C95, Opp96, PS98c, PS98d, PS98e, PS98f, PS99d, PS99a, PS99c, PS99b, SV95a, SBTV99, Zan90].


No-Transferable [Sak96]. nodes [GMLH94]. noise [PC98]. noise-based [PC98]. Noisy [Crc97, Lip94, MSHP99, MM92a, MFG95, GM91]. Nomikos [IEE97c]. Nominations [Nat97b]. Non [AVW99, BM90, BG90, BS99b, BS99c, BS91b, DY91a, DPP99, DR94c, DDN91a, DDN91b, FCD98, FDB93a, FDB93b, GPT91a, GPT91b, GP99, G93, HIPT98b, Jak98, KR96c, LW99, Mas99a, MY91, NO98, Pai98a, Pai98b, Ped91d, Ped91b, RS91, Sah99, DY91c, SCC99, TSY98, Yah94, Ano95q, BKR98a, BKR98b, DDB95b, Ell97, HIPT98a, LLB98, MY93b, SB95, Sin95, SBTV99, DDB95a]. non-Abelian [DDN91b, BS99b, BS99c, DDB95a]. non-biased [TSY98].

non-carcinogenic [SBTV99]. Non-classical [Mas99a].

Non-Commutative [GPT91a, GPT91b]. Non-Encrypting [LW99]. Non-Euclidean [SCG99]. Non-Existence [FDB93a, FDB93b]. Non-Interactive [DY91a, GO93, MY91, BM90, BG90, DDP99, Ped91d, Ped91b, RS91, DY91c, MY93b, Sah99]. Non-invertible [NO98, BKR98a, BKR98b]. Non-linear [FC99, Jak98, KR96c, LLB98].

non-linearity [SB95]. Non-Malleable [DDN91a, BS99b, BS99c, DDN91b, Sah99].

[ZW99]. Obstacle-avoiding [ZW99].
obstructs [Ree97], obtained [EvH93].
obtaining [CLHL98]. Occam [GN95b].
Ochrono [Sch95e]. October [Ano93d, Ano93g, Ano96a, Cha91, FM91, IEE93a, IEE94a, IE96a, IE96d, IE97f, IE97h, IEE75, IEE98f, IE99a, NIS92, Oht96, ODP98, TV94, USE93, USE96a, Ame95].
Odds [McC90b]. ODEs [Ruo94]. ODMG [Wat99].
OECD [Org98a]. Off [Bra95b, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, DT98a, Gar98a, Ros96c, Tra99, AG95, Ano94i, Ano96-29, Mao98, Riv98c, VNM99].
Office [Fuc99, UU97a, Uni96b]. Official [Zim95a]. OiDP98, TV94, USE93, USE96a, Ame95.
Odds [McC90b]. ODEs [Ruo94]. ODMG [Wat99].
OECD [Org98a]. Off [Bra95b, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, DT98a, Gar98a, Ros96c, Tra99, AG95, Ano94i, Ano96-29, Mao98, Riv98c, VNM99].
Office [Fuc99, UU97a, Uni96b]. Official [Zim95a]. OiDP98, TV94, USE93, USE96a, Ame95.
Odds [McC90b]. ODEs [Ruo94]. ODMG [Wat99].
OECD [Org98a]. Off [Bra95b, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, DT98a, Gar98a, Ros96c, Tra99, AG95, Ano94i, Ano96-29, Mao98, Riv98c, VNM99].
Office [Fuc99, UU97a, Uni96b]. Official [Zim95a]. OiDP98, TV94, USE93, USE96a, Ame95.
Portable
[Smi98a, BY93c, BY93b, Car94]. Porting
[JJ91]. Portion [Len98]. Portland
[Aue96b, USE90]. Position
[BFK99, CM99c, YST99a]. Positive
[Dwo97, YY98a]. Possibilities [Jam98]. Possible
[Cae96b, MW96a, Ano96n, NM96b]. Post
[AA93]. Post-Markov [AA93]. Postage
[JJ91]. Potential
[GQW'91, Nor95c, Uni96a]. potentially
[Kma95]. Potomac [Ros99]. Power
[Ano99c, BS99a, CJRR99a, KJJ99, MDS99,
PRAM98, SKNO98a, SKNO98b, Sha99b,
T'99, Goo96, SOB98]. Power-Analysis
[CJRR99a]. PowerPC [UFC94]. powers
[SS95a]. pp [Ano97-48]. PPP
[BV98b, Kas96, Kum98, Mcc96a,
Sim96b, SM99b]. PPTP
[SM99b, DDAJ98c]. Practical
[ASW99, ADBB99, AB96a, AWV99, Aur96,
Av08, Bac95, Boxxx, CD96, CS98b,
Dam91b, Dam94b, Dam94a, D93, FO97,
HBKL99, IH99a, Jne99, KTM'99, Oka93b,
v99a, PRS99, PV90, Sak97, Sch92a, SW93,
Smi90, Sta96d, Z93, v901b, And93,
AM99e, BI93, Bou94, Fra90, FO039, FO98,
HZ93, HNM98, IH99, Jac90a, Jac90b, J95,
LR95b, PS98b, v902]. Practically
[Got98b, Knu94a]. Practice
[Bel99, DSB99, GN95b, IZ98, IZ99,
LABW92, AN94, AN96, Dam99b, Ger97,
LABW91, Sch93a, Sta99a, Sh95].
Practice-Oriented [Bel99]. Practices
[Des99a, JJ98b]. Prague [Ste99b, vWN99].
pratiques [Bou94]. Pre
[DO99, HG97c, Zim96a, Zim96b]. pre-alpha
[Zim96a, Zim96b]. Pre-compressed
[HG97c]. Pre-processing [DO99].
Preassigned [SW99b]. Precautions
[GQW'91]. precision [Kal92].
Precomputation [LL94b, dR95].
Predefined [Len98]. Predict [Kra90].
predicting [Gil97]. prefix [MPL99].
Prefix [ADD99]. Preliminary
[BC93a, BPBV99, DY91c, Zim96b]. prelude
[Unixx]. Preneel [WBDY98]. Preparations
[Law98]. Prepositioned [Sim90b].
Preprocessing [dR94b, dR94a]. Presence
[BDHJ99, CH94a, CHH97, Cra98, Gar94,
JQB97, Cra97]. present [Sim94c].
Presentation [KI99, LS98a].
Presentations [HMT'98]. Presented
[DBGV93, NS99a, Ano95r]. presents
[GLC98]. Preserving [NKP99, D99].
President [C197, C99, UV97b]. pressed
[An96]. Pretty [An94i. Elk96, Gar95,
Mei96a, Ros97a, Zim96a, Zim96b, Gar98c,
S917a, SS197b, Sta94a, Sta95a].
Prevalence [YY97b]. Preventing
[Jas96, SHK99b]. Prevention
[OG97, VNW94]. Previously [DH90].
PRFs [HWKS98a, HWKS98b]. Pricing
[DN93, Ros94]. Primacy
[Bo90, G99b, Lan99, Len90, Yan95].
primary [Ban94]. Prime
[LO91a, Scho, Boy97, DLP93, Graxx, ML98].
Primer [Sch94d, Di 97b]. Primes
[BD93, GS99b, Lan99, M94i, Riv91a,
RS98c, RSxx, S97b, S97a, DL95, YY99].
Primitive [S94, She95c, J98a].
Primitives [CF99, Pre98a, RIP95a, RIP95b,
VCF'90, ZMI91, BFKL94, BP95b, Di 99].
principle [Dam90b, GJ90]. Principles
[AC99a, AN95, HGD98, K99a, KG99,
MG91, PRB98b, Zhe90, Sta99a].
Printer [Con93]. Privacy
[An94i, An95c, An97-34, Avo98, Bac95,
BBC95, Ble88, Bar96, Cha92b, DL98,
Elk96, FJP96, FHM98, Gar95, IEE92c,
IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE95b, IEE97i, Ken93,
KFJP96, Lin88a, Lin89a, Lin93a, Lut98,
MW97, Mjo93, NKP99, Par98c, SY96a,
SYMI98, SB97, SG96a, Sta94a, Sto98, Tho96,
Tra99, Uni98a, Uni98i, Ada92a, Ban94, Bro96,
CM95, Car94, Cha92a, CK93, Cl99, Dom96,
HM96, JML99, Mar95b, Mei96a, Mid95,
Rot95a, S914a, Sta95b, Uni98d, Uni97c,
VPM97, Zim96a, Zim96b, Gar98c, Ros97a, SSI97a, SSI97b, Sta94a, Sta95a, Zeg93.

Privacy-Protecting [Tra99]. Private [BDF98, BD99b, CKGS98, HR90, KR94c, Law98, MP91, McV93, RSA93e, Dam96, DS90a, McV93, Sch95d, SS98b, Ts90, Wil93b, ZG96].

Privacy [BDF98, BD99b, CKGS98, HR90, Mv93, RSA93e, Dam96, DS90a, Sch95d, SS98b, Ts90, Wil93b, ZG96]. Private-Key [HR90, McV93, RSA93e, DS90a, SS98b]. Privilege [ECM96]. Prize [GC97, Pin98].

PRO [Ano97-33, Gar98c]. Proactive [CHN97, FGMY97b, HJKY95, HJJ+, 97, HJJ++xx, IBMxx, Jar96, Rab98, BCR98, FGMY97a]. Probabilistic [Jak98, JO97, SF97, Sch91b, Tou93, Gol99a, GO95, HK90, Imp92, Lon91, TX92].

probabilities [Lew92]. Probability [BDG99, Gol96b, Kob99, TY94, AI96, MHHMV98, MAO96, WM93]. Probable [BD93, NK93, DLP93, Graxx]. Problem [Bon98b, Bon98a, BN96, CS96a, Cha90, DD99, DJL93, GO96c, HM98, KM99b, KR99b, MT99b, NS99b, OMV98, Per99, RS99a, CPS95, HY93b, H91, HM97b, HMP95, LC97b, Mas97, McC90a, NR95, OA99, MS096].

Problems-Solving [Per99]. Problems [AA93, BD99a, Bra90a, GGH97b, KRS99, MC92, Poi99, Smi90, APDS93, Bea92, BFKL94, FR95a, Han95, Han99, HC95a, IEE97e, Lew92].

Procedure [Ada97a].

Proceedings [BPR99].

Proceeding [BPR99]. Proceedings [ACM90, ACM91, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96a, ACM96b, ACM97b, ACM97c, ACM98b, ACM99a, ACM99b, ACM99c, AR97, Ano95r, Ano98m, Bri92, Bri93, Com96, GN95b, IEE95a, IEE99a, IE92b, IE92c, IEE92d, IEE93c, IEE94c, IEE94d, IEE95c, IEE95b, IEE96c, IEE96e, IEE96d, IEE97d, IEE97f, IEE97h, IE98e, MZ98, Nat99b, OW95, PSN95a, Pit95, Sti93b, SIJ93, USE91, USE92a, USE94, USE95b, USE95c, USE95a, USE96c, USE96d, USE96f, USE98c, USE98a, USE98b, USE99a, USE99b, USE99c, And94a, And96c, Ano94e, Bih97c, B+96b, BGH95b, BS95e, Chr98, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dav91, DG96, De 95, DEQ92, Far93, FM91, FR95a, Fra99, Fun97, Go90b, HO97q, HA90, Hir97, Hir98, HF97, IEE92a, IEE94b, IEE97b, IEE97e, IEE98a, IEE98d, IEE98f, IZ98, IZ99, KM96a, K99, Kn99c, KP99b, KK99b, Kra98, LOX99, LM98a, LW96].

proceedings [Lom97, MV91, Nyb98, ODIP98, Pre95a, QV90, QG95, Q+98, Rue93, SZ93, Spi95, Ste99b, TM99, TV94, T+98, Tv92, USE90, USE98d, VPM97, Van98e, Wat91, Wie99, Wol93b, Yua92, vWN99, ACM93b, CH96, Chr99b, IEE94e, Sti94, Wal99a, BCB97, Boy95b, CMM93, Cop95d, Dar97, Des94b, Fe91, Go96c, GQ95, GS94b, He94, IRR93, Kal97c, Ko96, Mau96b, PSN95b, SP90].

Process [AMP94, Kn99a, Rob98a, RS99c, YT96, CWM+91]. Processes [Gar98b, Bea92]. Processing [Ano97b, DN93, Gar98b, IEE95a, IEE97a, IEE96e, IEE97c, IEE97h, IEE97d, IEE97j, IEE97k, IND99, KV99, LMP99, LW96, Pin98, Pit95, Ano96-30, DO99, DF97, Man98, Sab94, T+98, Whi90].

Processor [Gar98a, RB99, SW97a, SW97b, She92e, Sut99, VVD190, Von92a, Von92b, DV996, She92c]. Processor-efficient [Von92a, Von92b]. Processors [Cla97, KK99a, She92e, BS95c, MPH96, NM96a].

Proctoring [SKW96]. Prodigy [CKF+91].

produced [SSI97a, SSI97b]. Product [GO96c, KS98a, KS98b, KS989c, GN95a, SS98b, Ano94i].

Products [Ano97-33, Ano97-34, Cha94b, CII97, Los97, UU97b]. Professor [Swi97]. Profile [Hor92, HFP99, MM90a, MK92].

Program [BDFM99, FG96a, LBMC94, FG96b, KT99, LS98a, Pre97b, Pre97c, Uni95a].

Programmable [DMVC99, SVB99, TT99, WB94].

Programme [BGV93]. Programmer [Bre99, DDJ98a, Jo195, Ste94b, vdWS97,
Programmers [Gar97c, Joh97a, Joh97b]. Programming [IBM93, BGS96, CO98, Erri97a, JDK+91, Ste90a, Ste90b, ACM99a, Gre98, LS98a, OA99, Sab94, vWN99]. Programs [BK95c, DRR95, SG95, SHK99b, WB95, Zwi98, B+96b, DFHR91]. Progress [Ano96-28, Ano97-45, BDI+96, KSB96b, Wol93b, Wol93a]. Progressions [Mih94]. Project [BPBV99, IBMxx, GH96, Man98, DS90b, RCM99]. PROMIS [SSCP99]. Promise [Law98, Los97, Mar96]. Promises [ABK98b, ABK98c, ABK98a, BAK98, DKF93, FS97b, GMW91, GO93, JMS96, CDP95, DP94, Gol99a, PS96d, Sak97]. Proof [Bol98a, Bol98b]. Proof-Based [BK95c, BG93, BD91, CD98b, DFR91]. Proofs [BG90, BG93, BD91, CD98b, DFKN93, FS97b, GM93a, GO93, JMS96, CDP95, DP94, Gol99a, PS96d, Sak97]. Propagation [GPR98, SG99b, SZZ95c]. Properties [Boy99, Con99b, KA99, MM90b, MS91, OK98, OS98, Tou93, VW98, WW98b, Zie97, BHH99, CD95, FSS94, KS96a, Kuh91a, PS99a, XZZ97]. Property [CFG99, DL99, LQR99, SRY99, Uni97b, Ale98, BS95c]. Proposals [ABK98b, ABK98c, ABK98a, BAK98, DR98a, KR94a, LM90b, Ano95n, Cl99, LM91a, RH92, RRS98, Ban94]. Protocols [Dae99, VvT97]. Propose [Gar98b]. Proposed [CP91, Lea99, LL98a, Nat92a, Riv93c, SB93, Wag98b, CMA96, Gu90, Mey96b]. Proposes [Gar97a]. Prosthesis [HHD99]. Protein [SV99]. Protect [Sch94, Sta95b, Cll99, KR96b, Way93b]. Protected [CH94b, DY91f, Mad98b]. Protecting [BO96a, Ble98b, Des90a, EHMS99, GMD98, KR98, Lut98, Mar95b, MW98b, PT95, SYM98, Tra99, VP99]. Protection [BG95, CH97, CW94, DF91c, FGR92, FG98, Gro98, HG97c, LQ98, LvdLB96, LvdLL97, LML98, Per97, Sm90, Uni97a, Uni98i, ZK95, ZK96, Ale98, BBC97, BBC98a, BOD95, CPO+98, CHO+98, Cl99, DFHR91, GO96a, Ibb97, OP+99, RP94, RKDB96, SY96a, Sta94a, Tev92, TSN93, Uni97c, YEA+98, FT95]. protections [HPPA99]. protects [Ano95m, Ano96j, Ano97-43, Ano98d, Ano98s]. protest [Ano97-52]. Protocol [ATAY98, Ano95a, BM99b, BV98b, Bra95a, Bra96, CH98, Dan95, Dra99, FKK96, Geh94, GS97, HHY93, IS91, JT97a, JMP+98, JQ97, Kas96, KSW98a, KSW98b, Ks98b, Kra99, Kum98, Low96, Mau94, MW99, Mey96a, Moo92, NS98b, NS98c, OMI93, RS98a, RS98b, SSN98a, SH97, SM98a, SM95a, Sim96b, SM96, SM98b, Ste98b, WS96a, WS96b, AP93, Bea93, Bol97, BO99, CM96, CTSxx, Des96b, EvH93, Fra90, FR95b, HY98b, HY98a, KC95, KSL92, Low95, Pau99, RS98f, SK97, Sim94b, TH99, WS97, WL94, Zeh95a, GM93a, Sar97]. Protocols [AG98a, AG98b, AN95, AB97, BCG90, BBT94, BMT96, BG98b, BWM98, BWM99a, BBC93b, Ble98a, Bol98a, Bol98b, BD91, BM94b, CG98, CD99, CDS94, CD95, Cre97, Dan99a, DGT96, DQ93, DS97d, Fe93, Fe96, FBS97, Fum98b, GM93a, Geh95, GS97, GMV98, Gue98b, HT98, HK99a, HL92, Hwa92d, HCY96a, IEE98e, KKK91, KFG92, KS97c, LHY93, LL97a, LHB96, LL95a, LS92, LM96, MB94a, MM99a, Mau93a, MW98d, Ng99, NR94, NK98b, Nur94, SL93a, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch94h, Sch99k, SSP90, Sy92, Tou91, Tou93, AN94, AN96, AG97b, AG97c, AG97a, Aba99, ABC+98, BDH97, BH93, BCK98, BG95a, BBS98b, BM95, Bra90b, CGM96, Chr98, Chr99b, CJ95, Dan97, FGH99, Fe99, GEL98, Hor98, HLL+95, JW01, LY93, LH99, LL95b, Lom97, Man95, Mas97, MLY93, Mea95, MW98c]. protocols [NT93, PS98e, PS98e, PS98f, Pau98, PW93a, PKM97, SSG99, Sy93, SM95b, TH99, XZZ97, XZZ98, ZLX99, Zhe95b].
prototypes [Ano96-30]. Prototyping [AKP99].

Provably [AB96a, AWV99, BR95b, BC93b, CS98b, Dam94b, DY90, DY91d, DY91b, LM95, Mau91d, Oka93b, PS96c, Sho96, ZMI90, BH93, Dam94a, FO98, GoI90c, NY90, PSW95]. Provably-Secure [DY90, DY91d, DY91b, Mau91d].

prove [Zha96]. proven [DS93, Lea90].

Prover [DY91a, GPSV98, HB99, DY91c, DFKN93]. provers [JY96, Ped91a].

Provide [BDR+96, SA95, Ano99i, Ano99h]. Provider [Tre99]. provides [MHMW98]. Providing [Bra90a, SKAM99, Ano95c].

processed [Ano96w, Ano96-30, Ano99j, Ano99l, AA93, BP98a, BI95, BDHJ98, BDG198, BCE+94, Bec99, BC95b, BHSV98b, BHSV98a, BDPR98, Ber97c, BS91b, BFS92a, Bir98, BMS94, BPK99, BFK99, Ble97, BF99c, BS94, CC99b, CG99, CIS91, CL97b, CS98b, Cra98, Cus97, DDJ98b, Dam91b, Dav96, De 93c, DP98c, Di90, El99, FY95a, FY98a, FYM99, GFLP96a, GFLP96b, FO99a, GHY90, Gal96, Gar96b, Gib91, Gib96, Gir91, GGH97b, GH99, HK99a, HGS98, HP98a, HY93b, HM93, HL93b, HJJ+xx, Hes97, HPS98, HPS99, IZ98, IZ99, Iss90, Jab90, Kal99, KS99b, KM99c, KT91a, KMOV91, KKOT91, RSA93f, Lan99, LM94b, LA98, Low96, Luc98b, MY91, Mau93a, Mau97a, Men93, MM96b, Mic93a, Mic93b, MM98a, MM98b, NS97a, NY90, Nec91, Nec96].

Public [NS99a, Odl94b, Oka94, OU98a, Omu90, vO99a, PSR97, Pat99d, Pat95, Pin97, Poi99, RSA94, RCM99, Rud91, Sal90, Sal96, DP91, Sas99a, SE96, She94d, Smi93b, ST91, Sun98a, Sut99, TAP90, TA92, VSH97, dwQ91b, Wie98b, Yam98a, Yam98b, YST99a, YST99b, ZPY96, Zin96b, dwQ91a, vO91b, AA95, AD97, AD99, Ano90, ADSW99, Bae94, BI94, BD98a, BSB97, BS91a, Beu94, BMP97a, Boy97, CC99a, CW97, Cle96, Cra97, Cs95, DW96, Dam96, Den90, DQV96, Dhe98, DN95b, ES97, FGMY97a, GH96, Gib95, He92, HWF96, HJJ+97, JM96a, Jar96, Jon90, KASH90, KM99a, KI95, KM99d, Kos99, LG97, Las92, LMJW93, Lee95, LC96a, LM94a, LZ90, LZ91a, LDW94, LCL95, Lon91, Lon92, Low95, MI90, Mau91b, MY93b, NM96a, Nat97a, Ole95, Pet91, PP92b, Rac90, Roe99, SW95a, Sch92c].

Psychoacoustic [Til98]. Psychovisual [DDM98]. PTY [LT98]. PTY-Marks [LT98]. PUB [Nat95, Nat99a, FIP93b, NS93b]. Public [ANS97, ANS98b, Ace97, AKP96, Ano95, IBM93, Ano96w, Ano96-30, Ano99j, Ano99l, AA93, BP98a, BI95, BDHJ98, BDG198, BCE+94, Bec99, BC95b, BHSV98b, BHSV98a, BDPR98, Ber97c, BS91b, BFS92a, Bir98, BMS94, BPK99, BFK99, Ble97, BF99c, BS94, CC99b, CG99, CIS91, CL97b, CS98b, Cra98, Cus97, DDJ98b, Dam91b, Dav96, De 93c, DP98c, Di90, El99, FY95a, FY98a, FYM99, GFLP96a, GFLP96b, FO99a, GHY90, Gal96, Gar96b, Gib91, Gib96, Gir91, GGH97b, GH99, HK99a, HGS98, HP98a, HY93b, HM93, HL93b, HJJ+xx, Hes97, HPS98, HPS99, IZ98, IZ99, Iss90, Jab90, Kal99, KS99b, KM99c, KT91a, KMOV91, KKOT91, RSA93f, Lan99, LM94b, LA98, Low96, Luc98b, MY91, Mau93a, Mau97a, Men93, MM96b, Mic93a, Mic93b, MM98a, MM98b, NS97a, NY90, Nec91, Nec96].
Rapid [KM93, GTS90]. Rate
[BDGV93, BS91g, LK998, Sti93a, Bla9a, BDGV96, KL95b, MHMW98]. Rates
[HK97, HR90]. Rational
[KG95, Koz96, ST91]. raw [HG96]. Ray
[Aga92, BAL99]. RBF [WKHG97]. RC2
[Ano97c, KSW97a, KSW97b, KR998, Riv98a]. RC4 [MT99c]. RC4-like [MT99c].
RC5 [Ano97-45, BR96a, BK98e, BPV99, GPO98a, GPO98b, KY95b, KY95a, KY97,
KY98, KYxx, KM96b, MAO96, Riv95c, Riv95b, Riv95d, Sel98a, Yin97]. RC5-CBC
[BR96a]. RC5-CBC-Pad [BR96a].
RC5-CTS [BR96a]. RC5P [KSW99b, KSW99c]. RC6
[BPV99, Con99b, CRRY99, RSSY98]. rDSA [ANS98b]. Re [FL99b, Jak99c, Sto98,
AGY95a, Bur98b, HG97d]. re-encoding [HG97d]. Re-encryption [Jak99c].
Reactor [HRV99]. Read
[Sta97b, Coh96, LF97]. Reading [Eri97b]. Real [BBT94, BMT96, BFW99, CM98,
CG+93, DDJ99, DJHP98, DDNM98, GFB93, GLSM99, IR99, JMP+98, Lut98,
MGL+98, Mar99, RH99, Sch94c, SKIT99, Yac99a, Yac99b, ACC99, IEE94b, Xie93].
Real-Quadratic [BBT94, BMT96].
Real-Time
[BFW99, CM98, CG+93, DDJ99, DJHP98, GFB93, IR99, JMP+98, MGL+98, Mar99,
RH99, Yac99a, Yac99b, ACC99]. realization [Tan90]. Really
[Ano93c, DDJ98a, Rit99, Sim90a]. Realms
[ARH95]. Reapplication [Sch99c].
Reasoner [MD99]. Reasoning
[AG97a, BMC95, DSSB95, KM99c, MR95a, PK99, Var98b, Ger99b]. reasons [Ri96].
Reassessing [Neu95]. Reassure [MB99a].
Recasting [Sal91]. Receipt [BT94, SK95]. Receipt-Free [SK95, BT94]. receive
[Way91]. received [Chi97, UU97b]. Receiver [SNW98b]. Receives [Pin98].
receiving [HCC98]. Recently [Wag98b]. Recently-Proposed [Wag98b].
Rechnergestützte [MP94]. Recipes
[FSB97]. Recipient [WP90, Wag90, WK97]. Recognition
Recommendations [Ano95a, Kal98g]. Reconciliation [BS94, CM95].
Reconfigurable [BP99b, PBM90]. Reconstruct [HD96a]. Reconstruction
[BC95b, BD98b, LH95]. Record
[Har90, LCL92, Cha99b, CDEH96, IEE96f, IEE98b, JLM+94, Mey99]. Record-Oriented
[LCL92]. records [Sav97]. Recoverable [YY99b, YY98c].
recovering [PBBC97]. Recovery
[AAB+97, Int91a, DC98c, GQW+91, LK99, Miy96, Oka98a, Oka98b, Uni98i, WLEB96,
HMP95, JLM+94, KM98c, Mad98f, NR95, Uni97c, Yeu99]. rectangles [Son99].
Recurrence [TK99, Tze99]. Recursive
Redesign [BKPS93, PRAM98]. Rédi
[Pie39]. Rédi- [Pie39]. Redistribution
[MSNW99]. redistributors [DF98]. REDOC
[Nor95a, BS91f, CW91b, GN95c].
REDOC-II [BS91f]. Reduce
[Hig97b, SVWMB95]. Reduced
[BBS99a, BKR97, MT99a, BBS98a, PNRB94]. Reducing
[DS98b, JQ98b]. Reduction
[CTT94, GGH97b, JK98g, PP92a, PP95b, PP95a, SH95a, SH95b, SPP98, SOR98].
Reductions
[FS98, HSSI99, OU98b]. Redundancy
[GM97, Mis97]. redundant
[SOB98, TY92]. Redux [JJ98c]. Reengineering [AMP94]. Reference
[Bar96b, CDF195, KMKH99, Pre97c]. refined [HWF96]. Refinement
[STW95, JS93a]. Reflecting
[Jan95]. Reflective
[BCCD99, DL99, KHB99].
Refunds [Hir93]. Regarding [Roh99, CJRR99b]. Regional [ADEDS99].
Register [CS96b, CS97b, GN95a, GM91]. Registrations [GO96b, Gol94, GO95, GK95a].
Registration [Bal97, TOH98]. Registry [PKA+98]. Reglementierung [MPS94].
Regular [SG95, DI99]. Regulated [Way93c]. Regulating [Riv98c].
regulation [Koo97, Ram92]. regulations [Ano96u, Ano97-49, Ano98u, Cha94b, Cli97, Szw97a, UU97b].
Reinventing [Yuv97]. Rejected [Eri97b]. Rejects [Gar97a, GC97].
Related [Ber97c, BV96, CH98, Cle91, CFPR96b, De 93b, De 98c, ECM96, GS97, KSW97a, KSW97b, WB95, Bih94a, CFPR96a, OU98b, Zer96a]. Related-key [KSW97a, KSW97b]. Related-Message [Ber97c]. relating [Aus96]. Relation [BHSV98b, BHSV98a, SK98c, SK98b].
Relations [BDPR98, Jak98, NMV99, Uni98c, Uni98d, Uni98e, Tze99]. Relationship [GSV99, HT99, MW99, Oka93a, SZZ95c].
Relationships [Kem99, Len99b, RG95, SS95a, SG99b, SZZ95a, GGK*99]. relaxes [Ano98v]. relay [Ano95m, Ano99h].
Release [Dam94b, Dam94a, DOR99, Sun91b, Zim96b]. Releases [DDJ98a]. Releases [Got99, Wor96]. Relevance [SS99d, Tra99].
relevant [Hi94]. reliability [BHS93, HS96b, IE94b]. Reliable [BF97a, BF99b, KM93, CM96, FD92]. relief [Mad99b].
Relinearization [KSS99b]. Relying [ZMI90, Sak97, Sch99c]. remainder [DDPS96, WW99].
Remark [CMTNY94, LHL94, FR94, MY93b]. Remarks [BY92, GPSN97, Gro94, Gui97, Oht98, BBL95, La92].
Remote [Ano97-36, BLM94, FMM99, HS97, He98a, LC95, RRST97a, RRST97b, SK97c, Ano97-27, Sha97a]. Remotely [BFN98b, Luc97, Luc99e, LW99, BFN98a].
Replay [OG97, YL97b]. Replicate [RB94]. Replicated [KB92]. Replicating [HS96b].
Replication [BLM94, Pit96b]. Reply [NC97, BMP+97b]. Report [Bra93a, BDI+96, Dra98, EMMN98, Kui91, Nat99c, Par98c, PH91, RIP95a, RD99a, Tou95, Vau99d, Wor96, Ano99e, BHS92a, BP95b, Bur98a, KSB96b, NBD+99, Org98a, RIP95b, UU97a, Zer96a, Dan95, BFS92b].
Representation [CK95, Ger99b, JKVP99, LE99, NA95, PNFK95, TY92].
Representations [FC99]. Representatives [Clin97, Uni97a, Uni98c, Uni98d, Uni98e, Uni96c, Uni97b, Uni98f, UU97b].
required [BGS95]. Requirement [Sil97a]. Requirements [Ano97b, BD92, Bel92, BC95c, FR95d, HJT99, HH94, VW98, Com94e, MW98a, SM95b, UN94].
Research [Ano99c, Boo96, DDJ98c, Dam96, Des92, Des98c, DEQ92, Ele98, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE98d, Jan99, Q+98, Rhe93, Wol93b, Ano97-52, Wol93a].
researching [Uni96a]. Resend [Ber97c]. Reserve [Ano97-42]. Reshraring [AGY95b].
Residue [KKOT91, PP92b, CB96, PP92a, PP95b, PP95a]. Residuosity [Pai99d, DDP94b]. resilience [FGMY97a].
Resilient [BGS94, BGS96, MS99b, RS98a, GHS93].
Nat97a, NP98b, Pad98, PHF99, Rab94, SC96a, SZT96a, SZT96b, SZTB98, TKS98, ZK95, BBCP98b, BD97, FGY96b.

Robustness
[AN95, MMST98, YMWP99, Irw98].

Rockland [GS94b].

Rocky [Ano97u].

Role [Car97b, DDJ98d, JJ95, Lin96a, VC99, DL96, Dam96, Mau93b, Par96, Sin98].

Role-based [JJ95].

Role-Centered [VC99].

ROLLING [PWU99].

ROM [Ano96r, GTGW94, Ros94, UFC94, Yuv97].

Roman [Has95].

Rome [Knu99c, Nat99b, Wol93a, Wol93b, DDJ98b].

ROMs [GTGW94, UFC94].

Ron [Riv93a, Riv95a, vdWS97, Woe97, vS97].

Roosevelt [Kah98c].

Root [Cop95c, JJ91].

Rooted [PB99a].

Rooted-Tree [PB99a].

Roots [Kob97].

Rosemont [IEE97g].

Rosenheim [Sha99a].

Rosser [Ole95].

Rotation [OP97, OP98].

Rotations [Con99b].

Rotor [Wic90, Daw96].

Rough [Mic93b].

Round [BJY97, BS93a, DP94, Dob97, GC94, Han97, KTM+99, Nat99c, SZ96, SK98c, SK98b, BD99a, NBD+99, Wer93a, Wer93b, HT98].

Round-Optimal [BJY97, DP94].

Round1 [Bas98].

Rounding [BV97].

Rounds [BB99a, dBB91, Bor95, DBR+99, KR94c, BB98a, Dob98, PNR984, d91].

Routers [DMVC99, Ano96x].

Rover [GrS96, RSG98, SGR97, CadHsv96].

Royal [Bis90].

Royal [Far93, Tw92, Don98].

RPC [SSH93].

RSA [Ano94b, Ano95f, AA99, And93, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95a, Ano95p, Ano95s, Ano96b, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97x, Ano97-38, Ano97-41, Ano97-39, Ano97a, Ano97-40, Ano98b, Ano99a, BTD98, BQ95b, BQ95a, BR95a, BR96c, BJQ97, Ble98a, BF79b, BDF98, BV98c, BD99b, Bon99, Bra95e, Bri90b, BM94c, Ca99, CH97b, CH98, CB96, CLE99, CMTN94, CD91, Cle96, Coo97, CFPR96b, CFPR96a, CNS99a, CN99, CNS99b, Con99, CD96, Cus97, Dav95, Dem94, DDL994, DN95a, DN95b, EvH91, Ev92, EvH93, Fia90, Fia97, FS97b, FGMY97b, FM98, FY98b, FR95b, GJKR96b, GKR97, GQQ98b, Gill99, GM97, GTS90, Gro94, GS99b, HN98, HW96, Hor98, Hub91, HP94, IM93a, IM93b, JQ97, JQBD97, JQ98a, KR95c, Kal97a, Kal98b, KS98a, Kir95, Koc94, Koc96a, Koc95, Koc96b, Koy95, KOT95a].

RSA [KOT95b, KK96, Len98, LHL94, LL95a, Lon91, MWB99, MLY93, Mau90, MW98d, MW98c, MSS98, Mis97, Mis98, MS99c,mue99, Mii99, NS98b, NS98c, Oka98a, Oka98b, OSA91, PPK97, PP90, PW93a, Poi99, PS98g, Rab98, RS98e, RSxx, SSI97a, SSI97b, Sam98, SKNO98a, SKNO98b, SSS98, Sch94m, SPP98, Sha95b, SV93, SH99, Sil97b, Sil97a, Smi93b, TY92, Tak97, Tak98a, Tak98b, T+99, TT99, VVD90, VNM99, Ven92, Vv97, Wal99c, Way98, W99b, W99a, Wir98, XL99, YY99, Zer96b, Zhou94].

RSA-120 [DDL994].

RSA-130 [Ano96b].

RSA-Based [CD96, GKK97, VNM99].

RSA-cryptosystem [Gro94].

RSA-Implementation [PP90].

RSA-key [FM98].

RSA-keys [SSI97a, SSI97b].

RSA-Like [JQ97].

RSA-Moduli [Mau90].

RSA-signatures [Ev92].

RSA-type [BJQ97, JQBD97, CLL99, JQ98a, Koy95, KK96, Tak97, Tak98a, Tak98b].

RSAb [MPPS95].

RSA-Euro [Bar96b].

RTD [KW92].

RTR [KV99].

Ruby [JS93a].

Rueppel [NMV98].

Rule [PL94].

Rule-Based [PL94].

Ruling [Eri97b].

Run [DF91c].

Runtime [DF91c].

Runtime-Tunable [WF94].

Russia [CW94].

S [WG97, Ano95u, Ano96-28, BD95a, DT93, ECD+99, Kim93, Mat95, MC96, PG97a, PG97b, SK98c, SK98b, Sto90, Uni97c, YS99, YY98d].

S-box [BD95a, SK98c, SK98b].

S-Boxes
[Kim93, PG97a, PG97b, DT93, Mat95].

Safford [Bur98b, Kru98]. Saint [GQ95, QG95]. Saint-Malo [GQ95, QG95]. Sales [Gar97a]. Salesman [OMV98]. same [Ude98]. Samba [Bl98]. same [Ude98]. Samas [KG96]. San [AC93b, ACM99a, Ano97a, Ano98a, Com96, CMM93, FJV97, IEE92b, IEE97b, RP97b, Sch98b, SJ97, USE92a, USE96c, USE96f, USE96g, USE98d, van96, XfTnW94]. Sand [SVxW91]. sandbox [MF97]. Santa [Bri92, Bri93, Cop95b, Cop95d, Des94b, IEE97b, IEE98d, Ka97c, Kob96, Kra98, St93b, St94, USE93, Wie99]. Sannino [IEE97c]. Saragosse [Mau96b]. Sardinias [MSS93]. SASL [Mye97, New98]. SAT [McH92]. Satellite [Ano99f, Gar97a, Gar98a, Lam99]. Satisfying [Kim93, Cus96, CS96c, O’C94, YT96]. save [DF92]. Saving [Ame96b]. says [Riv98c]. Scale [SA95, SS90, She92a, FO93, OP97, OP98]. Scaling [SA95]. SCALPS [DVQ96]. scanners [Me98]. Scanning [CO98]. Scenario [AMP94]. Scene [SZT98a, SZT98b]. Scene-Based [SZT98a, SZT98b]. scenes [BDC+95, MCD98a]. SCFS [IHR99]. Schedule [KSW96, KSW99a, Kel99, MM99c, Mur99, SK98a, SKW99, WKS+99]. Scheduler [KT96]. Schedulers [CDN98]. Scheduling [KM93, Por98, SJ98, Sha99b]. Schema [Pit96b]. Schemas [Wed99]. Scheme [Int91a, ADF98, BCC93, BM99a, BM99b, BF99c, Boy90, BY92, CT97, CK95, Cop94b, DQ94, DKKK98, DN94, GKY90, GQW+91, HL93a, Hwa93, Hwa97, Ie91, IM93b, KKS97, KS98d, KM99b, KR99b, LK96, LW91, LHL94, LH93b, MSS98, My96, Mue99, Mii99, NMV98, OOK91, OOF93, Pat95, Pet98, PM99b, RGV97, Sch99, Smi90, Ver95, ZL99, AW95, BD98a, CW97, CLHL98, CC95, CLW98, CMTNY94, CG97, FOO93, FO98, GMLH94, GPS97, Gua90, Har91, HZ93, HK90, HY95, HC96, HW98c, HCC98, IS99, IM93a, JC98, JLM+94, Ku92, LW96, LL98b, LLG10, MRS99, MS98a, MLA91, MC96, Nac93, OK96b, Pat91b, Pat91a, RD96b, SSN98b, SVWMB95, Ste95, Tan90, Tod97, Tra97, Wan92a, Wu92, WWH95, vT93].

Schemes [AW94, BP97a, BC93a, BDPR98, BBDW96, BK94a, BK95b, BM96b, BM96c, BDGV93, BDD+94, BFS96, BM99b, BV96, BD90, Bri90a, BS91g, BLV98, BDB92, CS97a, CM99a, CD95, Dam99a, DVW90, DMPW98, DY91e, vD95a, DFKYZ99, DL97, FDB93a, FY97, FO091, FO99b, GPSNW98, GP99, GS94a, HK97a, HK97b, IS91, JMO94, KPG99, Ki96, KMOV91, KOS+94, KOO95b, KOO95a, LH98, LM95, MH96, Mis98, MWW94, OK98, Oka93b, Pai98a, Pai98b, PM98, PS96c, PB99a, RS96c, dR94b, SK95, Sak96, SE96, SK93, Sim90b, Sim91, Sim94a, Ste94a, St93a, St98b, SW99b, SSN99, YLD99, Zha98, ARK99, BC95a, BR97b, BI93, BDSV93, BCDV94, BGS95, Blu95, BC96a, BCDV96, BDGV96, BMS96, BD97, BFS98, BDV98, BD98b, BDGG99, Bur96, BM94c, CDGV91, CP95, CSV94].
schemes [DP96, DF93, DDB95a, DDB95b, Des99b, FDB93b, HY93a, HMP95, HCY96b, JM93, Koy95, KO95a, KO96, KO97, LS98a, LC97a, LHL95b, LHL95a, MS98b, MPSV99, MTN97, Mu92, NR95, OK96a, OKT93, OK95, Pad98, PS98a, PPKW97, Pd96c, PS96d, RD96a, RS96b, SI93b, Sha94, Sha95a, She92g, SW98, SW99a, SS94, SC97, Tj99, Tze99, VNM99, WAMO94, ZHS94, Z98, dr94a, vD95b]. Schernes [BBCM93a]. Schnorr [DBGV93, dR94b, dR94a]. Schoof [IKNY98]. school [Duf98]. Schools [DDJ98e, DDJ98f]. Schroeder [Low95, Low96]. Schussel [Pin98]. Schutz [FT95]. Schwierigkeit [Hor99]. Science [Ano93i, AA97, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Eri99, IEE96a, IEE97, IEE98a, Ste91, Bed90, Beu94, Sch97c, Shp99a, Sim92, WS98]. Sciences [Ano95r, Tv92]. Scientific [CHLT99, PH91, GTGW94, HW91]. Scientist [BCE +94]. scoop [Ano96-30]. Scots [Sin99]. Scott [Sha99a]. Scramble [JSY99]. Scramblers [GDS91]. Scanning [CN99]. ScriptEase [Ano97-34]. Scripting [SaV98a]. Scripts [Duh90, Sch99a, IPNdbbbrpm91]. Scritchers [Dun94]; scrutiny [Den90]. SDK [Ano97-34]. SDNS [NH90]. SDSC [Sch99j]. SEA [Sch99j, GC97]. SEAL [HG97a, HG97b]. Scalability [Por98]. Sealing [GS98]. Seamless [DFGH99]. Search [ADEDS99, BD93, CD98c, HS90, KP99a, LC99, Mih94, Sa99, V93a, Wie96, Wie97, Wie98a, vW94, vW99, CR97, GLV99, Gol90c, KR96b, KM98c, Kuh98, Wie94]. Searches [PKA+98]. Searching [BP95a, DDJ98c, DDJ98f, Jia99, DSSZ99]. seasons [WSFC99]. Seattle [HF97, USE98a, USE99b]. Second [Auc98, Cha91, DEQ92, Hir98, Nat99b, ACM90, AR97, Ano99g, FR95a, IZ99, Lea90, Pre95a, Uni96c, Uni95a, USE96d, VPM97, Hin93, PH91, HK97]. secondary [Atk93]. Secrecy [Aba99, BP98c, GM90, GTGW94, JR96, Moy98, Rat96, Sin99]. Secret [AGY95b, Ano97e, BC93a, BC95b, BCG90, Ben98, Ber91, BS97a, BK94a, BK95b, BG93, BM99c, BV96, Bra95b, Bra95c, BS94, BD90, Bri90a, BS91g, Cac95a, Cac95b, CT97, CMP97, CGMW97, CK90, CFSY96, DDJ98g, DJJ98b, Dae98, Dan94b, DDP94a, DKK98, DFJ99, vD95a, EHMS99, FW91, GPSNW98, GPSN98, HL93a, HD96a, HK97a, HCS97b, HCY96a, IS91, Kahl96b, Kf96, Kra94a, KOS+94, KO995b, KO90a, LY93, LF97, LM94a, LM94b, LP99, LH93b, MSNW99, Mau93a, MW96a, Mau97a, MSN98, MSN99, MT98, Mus92, NW98, OK98, PS98a, Pui98a, Pau98b, Ped91d, Pra96, Rey96, Rey97, Rey99, Sal91, Sch99, Sha99a, Sim90b, Sim91, Sim94a, Sti93a, Van93, W99, Wie90b, Wol98, AI 96, AGY95a, BC95a, BT94, BI93, Ble96, BD95V3, BCDV94, BDD+94, BGS95, BCDV96, BG96]. secret [BD97, BDV98, BD99, Bur96, CDG91, Dal97, Dan94a, Dvo91, El97, FOO93, FO98, GM95, GPSN97, Gre90, HNSM91, Hel93, HJKY95, Hwa92d, HC96, HLC99, JM93, JMO95a, J96, JY98, KO95a, KO96, KO97, LY93, LH95, Me92, MPSV99, OK96a, OK93, OK96b, OK95, Pad98, Ped91b, Ped91c, RD96a, RD96b, Ros97c, Sim90a, Sta96a, SC97, Vv97, Wie90a, WS96c, Win99, Wri98b, ZHS94, vD95b, van97a]. Secret-Ballot [CFSY96, BT94]. Secret-Key [Ano97e, Bra95b, Bra95c, LM94b, Mau97a, Van93, Wol98, LM94a, J98]. secret-sharing [DR96a]. secret-sleuthing [WS96c]. Secretly [MT94]. Secrets [Cr90, DH90, DS99, E98, HH93, MSK99a, Pes97, Rab94, Sch92b, Ste98b, Wei94, Ano91b, Baud97, BDV93, CWY98, JMO95b, WW93, Chi92]. Section [Alv98c]. Secure [AH98, AB96a, Ano93c, Ano93f, Ano95l,
Ano99f, Ano99l, Atk97, AR98, Bal99, BQ95b, BQ95a, BMM99a, BM99b, BR91, BHK+99, BDHK93, BFS96, BS95b, BS98, BM94b, CG99, Car99, CG98, Cha90, CVHP91, CR91, CC95, C99, CKLS96b, CKLS96c, CKLS97, CD95, CD96, CS98b, CDD+99, Cra99, Dam91b, Dam94b, Dy90, Dy91d, Dy91b, Dy91f, DH90, F99, FB97, FYM99, FH94, FO99b, GGMM97, GH98, Gel95, GJKR99, GHR99, Gut96, IOS94, Jac90a, Jac90b, JT97a, KR95c, KM93, KT96, KSHW97, KSHW98, KS99a, Knu94a, KP97, Kon95, KBR97, KYDB98, LY93, LM95, Mar98a, Mau90, Mau91d, Mau97a, MW97, Mos98, NIS93b, Nat95, NS98b, NS98c, Oka93b, O98a, Ped91d, P99a, PGV92, RRP97, RS96a, RIP95a, SSH93, SSI98].

[192x578]+

Secure
[SK94, SSSW98, Sas99a, Sch94a, SK98a, SM95a, SB94, SSM94, Sho96, Smi93b, Str93a, Str93b, Tay95, WP90, WD99a, WK97, Web98, Yah94, YST99a, YST99b, ZMI90, Zhe90, ZL99, Zol93, vHH97, BH93, Bea93, Bea96, BMS96, BP95b, Bow93, BM95, BD95b, CNST98, CG997, CG05, Dam94a, Des90b, DS93, Des95, DV96, FO98, GGK+99, GM95, Go90c, GBL94, HJT+96, HY98b, HY98a, HC95a, Hwa93, HW98c, IS97, IKNY98, KC95, KSB96a, Lam99, Los97, MS98b, NY90, OK96b, Opp96, Ped91b, Ped91e, P99a, R98, RR97a, Rom90b, Sar97, Sch92c, SKB97, Sim98e, Sin95, Sta97c, Ven92, YL97b, ANS97, Ano93j, Nat92b, Sta94b, Bou94].

secured [Way98]. Securely
[RB94, Bre97b, DDFY94]. SecureNet
[Ano97-33]. SecurID [Ano96x]. Securing
[Bi96, Des95, Lin96a, RG95, SG98, V98b, Ano95q, DL96]. sécuritaire [Bou94].

sécurité [Sch98c]. Security
[ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, AKP96, ADDS91, ARH95, ABDV98, Ala97, And94a, Ano91a, Int91a, Ano92c, Ano93g, Ano95f, Ano95b, Ano96r, Ano96a, Ano96y, ??97, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97a, Ano97-40, Ano97-42, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98q, Ano99a, Atk95b, AR98, Bal99, BCCG93, Bas93, BKR94, BDP98, Bel99, BG9K9. Bel92, Ber96b, BDR+96, Ble97, BPRF99, Bov98a, Bov98b, Boy99, Bra90a, BK94b, BNP99, Com96, Com94c, CM97a, CH94a, CH97, CG97+99, CS96a, CM97b, CT99a, Chr98, CGB+93, Coh99, CNS99a, Cor99, CN99, CG05, DM94, Dan95, DS98a, Dav95, DG95, De 93a, De 98a, DDK98, Des92, Di99, Dwo95, ECM96, Elk96, EH96, FGS96, FS97b, FO99a, Fum93, Fum98b, GM93a, GMCF95, Gan96b, Gar97c, Gar96c, Gib96, Gir99, GH95, Gon98, G98].

Security
[Gu99, HHT93, HHT97, HP99a, HP99b, HSK97, HH94, HLMW93, HMWM94, Hur98, IBMxx, IEEE92a, IEEE92b, IEEE93b, IEEE93c, IEEE94c, IEEE94d, IEEE95b, IEEE96, IEEE97b, IEEE97i, ISO97, IH99a, JD91, JLO97, KY95a, KR96a, KY98, K99, Kau93, KA98b, KM96a, Klev90, KRR98, K97c, LOX99, LBMC94, Len96b, LL94a, LL95a, Lom97, Luc97, Luc98a, Luc99a, Luc99b, MMST98, Mat96a, MSK99a, MW98d, MSS98, MM98a, Mue99, Muf93, MM98b, Mt99, Mye97, NS92, Ng99, NK93, OiDF98, O98, OU98b, Opp97, PS98d, PS99c, P997, PS96d, PS99b, Rei92, RBv94, Rob93, Rob98a, Rog96, Russ90, Sch94m, Sch95c, Sch95d, SH97, Sch97a, SSv+98, Sch98f, SS99a, Sch98h, She97, SSP90, SS90, She92a, She92f, She93c, She93d, She94c, She96b, SK97d, Sun98a, Uni97a, Uni98a, Uni98e, Uni96c, Uni98f].

Security
[Uni98j]. USE90, USE92b, USE93, USE95b, USE96e, USE96g, USE98d, USE99a, Van95a, VSH97, Van98b, Van99b, Vuu99c, Ved93, Ved98a, Ved98b, VG93, Ver98a, WCS95, Wol98, Wol99, ZS93, ZFKP98, ZFK+98, v94, Awa99, Awa92a, AFB95, Ano93d, Ano95o, Ano97x, Ano98h, Ano99h, Bec97, BR96c, BCK96c, BDJR97, BKR98a, BKR98b, BBN96, B+96a, Bet95c,
BHHR99, BCW97, Boy98, Bro96, Com97, Cha95a, CP94, Chi99a, Chi99b, CJ95, Cli99, CTSxx, Dam99b, DS90a, Den99, DEQ92, D+98, FHG99, FFW99, FM98b, Fra92, Gon92, GEL98, Gmu98, HN98, HK99b, HQQ97, HS96b, Hor94, HC95a, HC95b, HY95, HLLC96, IEE94b, JT96, JT97b, JJ95, KY97, KG96, Kat97, KSB96b, KSB97, KW92, Kuh98, Lai92, LTT95, Lee95, LHW99, Len93, LC95, MW94, Mar95b, MS97, Mas97, Mau91c, MKKW99].

security [MF97, Mei94, MW98c, Nor95b, PS99d, PS99a, PS99b, PS99e, PGV93d, PV996, PR98, Q+98, RIV98c, Ros94, SSN98b, Sah99, Sch92a, SSM+97, SMD+99, She92c, Sta94a, Sta99a, Sun98b, Tay90, Tho96, TY98b, TY98a, Tsu92c, Uni98d, Uni98k, VB96, VPM97, Ven90, WBDF97, Woe97, Xie92, XL99, XZ99b, dVdV98, van96, van97b, Chr99b, Far92, Uni98c, Uni98b, UU97a, Uni97b]. Security-analysis [vT94]. Security-preserving [DI99]. SecurID [Ano97-43]. See [Web98]. Seeing [JJ98b, JJ98a, Lut98]. Seek [Gar97b, SV99a, SV99b, SVS98]. Seeks [Gar98a, Ano96g]. Seeks [Ano96g]. Segmentation [DP99, LFCK99]. Segmented [BALS99]. Segregating [Kol95]. Seizing [Kah91a]. selectable [Gon95]. Selected [CW94, HA00, TM99, Cha91, CFG96]. Selecting [Bax97, CDF95]. Selection [Hub91, Len99a, PNFK95, BM94c, Fei99, UFC94]. Selections [DKK+98, Ers99]. Selective [GM97, HV98, IS97]. selectively [WY93]. Self [AW99, BCD98, Fis98, Gir91, GPR98, KI97, LC94, Mau91a, MS95b, OMV98, SG99a, Sch99d, Jan95, MS95a, Mil96, Sch90c, Sch97c]. Self-Certified [Gir91, SG99a]. self-confident [Jan95]. Self-Delegation [GPR98]. Self-Executing [AW99]. Self-Organizing [OMV98]. Self-Reductions [Fis98]. Self-shrinking [MS95b, MS95a, Mih96]. Self-similarity [BCD98, Sch90c, Sch97c]. Self-Study [Sch99d]. Self-synchronised [KI97]. Self-Synchronizing [Man91a, selling [Bee96]. Semantic [BPR99, Mee99]. Semantics [DI99]. Seniors [Ano95d]. Semiotics [Gog99]. Senate [Uni98h, Uni97c, Uni95a, Uni98k, Uni98g, Uni98i]. send [Way91]. Sender [WP90, Wai90]. senders [HW98c]. sendmail [BRW99]. Sense [Ame96b, CC98]. Sensitivity [LvD98]. Sensors [Fuc99]. SentryLink [Ano95t]. Seoul [Ano93g]. Separability [CM99a]. Separable [LY94, AM99], separate [WY93]. Separating [MKKW99, Tou92]. September [Ano98a, D+98, ES98, FR95a, IEE96e, IEE97e, IEE97k, Kat97, LW96, Q+98, Spi95, TV94, T+98, Uni97a, Uni96c, Uni98j, Uni98k, USE92b, USE96a, USE98b, Gar98a]. seq [Chl97, UU97b]. Sequence [LY93, GM91, LY93, MHH98]. Sequences [DSV99, JQ97, MS94, Mun91a, Mun91b, PMP99, SB94, Bla94a, GN95a, Gol99c, KSB96a, MK92]. sequential [LHW99]. ser [IPNdbbpr97]. Serial [SI93a, SSG99, Yor96]. Series [Ano95d, HEQL98, CJ98a, CJ98b]. Series-Parallel [HEQL98]. Serpent [ABK98c, ABK98b, ABK98a, BAK98]. servant [CWM+91]. serve [Sch93c]. Server [Ano97-33, Ano97-34, BQ95b, BQ95a, DL99, ECD+99, HS94, HCY96a, Kon95, LY93, LL95a, MW98d, NS98b, NS98c, Oh99, SVA+98, Wat99, Ano97d, BM94c, HS96b, Hor98, LY93, MW98c, PW93a, Sin95, Ts90]. Server-Aided [BQ95b, BQ95a, HCY96a, LY93, LL95a, MW98d, NS98b, NS98c, BM94c, Hor98, LY93, MW98c, PW93a]. Server-Side [SVA+98]. servers [ABK98c, AG95, CGM97b, GGK+99, Lee95, Ude98].
Service [FJ98, Gar98a, GH95, HS94, KMP99, Kau99, MB99a, RRSW97a, RRSW97b, Ros96e, Ros96f, Ros97b, Ros98c, Wu96, ZL99, Cra96, KNT94, Nee94, NT94, RFLW96, Zha96, Ber96a, KN93].
Service-Level [MB99a]. Serviceability [WP90].
Services [ANS98b, Cas95, HVH98, RB94, VSH97, Vedd98a, AA95, AC97, DB90b, Don98, KW92, PS99b, You97, Zer96a, AA95, Acc97].
Service-Level [MB99a].
Serviceability [WP90].
Services [ANS98b, Cas95, HVH98, RB94, VSH97, Vedd98a, AA95, AC97, DB90b, Don98, KW92, PS99b, You97, Zer96a, AA95, Acc97].

ses [Bou94].
Session [BR95b, BB95c, CFGS99, CPOR97, EQ98, FL96, IR99, SR96, AG95, Uni97a, Uni98c, Uni98d, Uni98e, Uni96c, Uni97b, Uni98f, Uni98h, Uni97c, Uni95a, Uni98k].
Session-Layer [BB95c]. Sessioneer [AG95].
Set [DJL93, FP99, IS91, Koz96, Mei92, SPP98, Sta96b, SX90, GB98, Kra99].
SETHEO [Sch99k].
Share [BWM99b, Csi95, DDFY94, Sim90a].
Shared [BF97b, DHMR96, DF91a, DH90, HD96a, IS91, Le99b, MB99, PS98g, RZ99, SN96, Sim90b, Sim91, Sim94a, WI99, YL97a].
Shared-Memory [Lei99b]. shareholders [LHL95b, LHL95a, Mao98]. Shares [MSNW99, BDG99, CDGV91, OK95, ZHS94].
Sharing [AGY95b, BC93a, BC95b, BBDW96, BK94a, BK95b, BDGV93, BDD+94, BM99c, BD90, Bri90a, BS91g, Cac95a, Cac95b, CG98, CT97, CK90, DDP94a, DKKK98, vD95a, DLR97, FDB93a, FGY96a, GJKR96b, GPSNW98, GPSN98, HL93a, HK97a, HK97b, Kn96, Kra94a, KOS+94, KOO95b, KOO95a, LP99, LCL92, LH93b, Me92, MS95f, MS99N, NW98, OK98, Pai98a, Pai98b, Ped91d, Rab94, ROT94, Sch92b, Sch99i, Sti93a, Wil98a, AGY95a, BC95a, BE93, BDGV93, BDSV93, BCDV94, BG98, BCDV96, BDGV96, BD97, BDV98, BD99, Bar96, CDGV91, CMPS97, CGMW97, DF93, DDB95a, DDB95b, Dwo91, FDB93b, FGY96b, FR95c, FO98, GM95, GPSN97, HJ95Y95, Hwa92d, HC96, HLC99, JM93, JMO95a, JMO95b, Jar96, KO95a, KO96, KO97, Ma90, MPSV99, OK96a, OKT93, OK96b, OK95, Pad98, PS98a, Ped91b, Ped91e]. sharing [RD96a, RD96b, Sta96a, SC97, TC91, ZHS94, vD95b, van97a, Ko95].
Shark [RDP99, WG97]. Shawn [Sha99a].
Shedding [HP98, YY98].
Shelf [Hat96, AG95].
Shell [Car99, Sch99a].
Shift [GO96b, Go94, GN95a, Go91, GO95, PS97]. shift-register [GN95a].
Shifting [LMB95].
Ship [NS98a, RP98].
Ship-Board [NS98a].
Shipping [An995].
Shooting [Ag92].
Shop [An97-33].
Shortage [DD98a].
Should [Way93c, YY96, An95c, Riv98c]. show [Mad98g].
shrinking [MS95a, MS95b, Mi96].
SHS [NS93b, Nat92b].
shu [XtTm94].
SIAM [ACM97b].
siber [An97-50].
sichere [Hor99].
Side [KSW98a, KSW98b, KSW98c, SVA+98, YY96].
sides [MB94b].
Siege [EH96].
Siegenthaler [MS99b].
Siemens [An97-47, Bro97, Dav98c, Mac98, Sel98b, TJ97].
Sieve [LLMP90, LL93a, Per93, CDEH+96, Gor93b, Pom94].
sifrovani [Gar98c].
SIGACT [ACM99a].
SIGGRAPH [ACM99c, B+96b].
Sight [Phi98].
SIGINT [Mye98].
Sign [BM92, GR97, GHR99, Web98, BR96c].
Signal [IEE97c, IEE97d, IEE97k, LW96, Pit95, She92e, T+98]. **Signalling** [Lin98].

**Signals** [AK99, BTH96, DDNM98, MMH98].

**Signature** [AA95, Acc97, AW94, Int91a, NIS94, Ano96f, Ano97-50, BP97a, BM99a, BM99b, BM96d, BM96c, Bra93a, CS97a, CM99a, CG98, CH98, CK95, CDF95, CD95, DMPW98, DQ94, DY91c, DN94, FL99a, FMY98, FOM91, FOO91, GP99, GQW+91, HJJ+xx, KKS97, KS98d, KPG99, Kob98c, Kra93, LK96, LHW98, LK99, LHL94, LL98a, MT94, MB99a, Mer90b, Mer97, MH96, MSS98, Mis98, Miy96, Mon93, Nat91, Nat92a, Nat94c, Nat94a, NMVR95b, Na97, NMV98, NMY99, NIS93a, OFF93, Oka93b, PF94, Pet98, PM98, P99c, P99b, RG97, RDK98, Riv93c, dR94b, SC96a, Sch93b, Sch94e, SK97a, SE96, Sim93, Sin98, SB93, SSN99, Zha98, Zhe97b, ZTR99, Ame95, Ame96a, AR99, La93a, AW95, Ale97, Ano97p, BD98a, Bis90, Boy97, Bur96, CP95, CMT94, CSV94].

**signature** [DP96, FR95c, Gu90, HY93a, HJJ+97, Hor98, HMP95, KS99c, LWC96, Mau91b, May97, MS98b, Mu92, NMVR95a, NR95, P96c, Pit96a, PS96d, PS98h, Si93b, Sha94, SS95b, SS95c, Ste95, Ti98, Tra97, TJ99, Wan92a, Wi93b, Wu92, XA98, YL95b, YL95a, Yeu99, Zho94, dR94a].

**Signatures** [AN98b, ASW98, AT99, BD99a, BQ95b, BQ95a, BG90, BdM94, BM94a, BM96a, BC93b, BF99, Boy98, BS95d, CHP91, CR91, CDF95, Cop99, CD96, Dam94b, DF91a, EG90, EG96, EvH91, Fro97, GKR97, GHR99, GM97, GO93, HKS95, HA96, JM99, JQBD97, JLO97, Len96a, LSV95, LR98, MS96, Mis97, MB97, NW98, O98, Oka94, PP97, PW93b, PGV93c, SI94, SY96a, Sch93c, Sch93e, Sch94d, SK97b, Sch90b, She97, Tra99, Web98, Wri94, vHPP93, Ano98c, BR96c, BGR98b, Ble96, BCDP91, BM91b, Com97, CPS95, Cha95b, Dam94a, Ev92, EvH93, FB97, FY95c, GJKR96a, Jak95, Lan95, LL97b, P99a, P96c, Rom90b, Sch90a, Sin98, WHL99, WL99, Xie98].

**Signcryption** [Zhe97b, BD98a, Yeu99, ZI98].

**Signed** [Ber97a, GMCF95, KAM99, Sun98b].

**Signer** [CvHP91].

**Signers** [TJ99].

**Significance** [DFG99, SBV99, SM91, YY98a, ZIZ97].

**Significant** [BS96].

**Signing** [BGG94, GMJ99a, GMJ99b, GS98, Ped99, Ros97b, Ros98h, Ros98b, Ros96a, Ros96c, Ros96f].

**Signs** [Eri97b].

**SIGPLAN** [ACM99a].

**SIGPLAN-SIGACT** [ACM99a]. Silicon [NFQ99].

**Silicon-On-Insulator** [NFQ99].

**Silk** [Mar98b].

**SIM** [Ved98a].

**SIMD** [Cla97].

**Similar** [Per99].

**similarity** [BMD98, Sch90c, Sch97c].

**Simmons** [Des96b].

**Simple** [End97, FBS97, GGM97, Jue99, MS95f, MM94, NR98, RS96c, Rus93a, Sch99, SW94c, CH97b, RS96b, RRS98, SVV99, GM93a, Mye97].

**Simpler** [Fri92b, MTE99].

**Simplified** [CRRY99, CDS94, Rab98].

**Simplifying** [Ano96h, IR99, Sta96b].

**Simulated** [DD99].

**Simulating** [OD99].

**Simulation** [BVFD99, CM99d, Mac94, PWU99, RG99, SVBJ96, Var99a, DN95a, GO96a, LS98a, Moc97].

**simulations** [Ueh95].

**Simulator** [YHK99].

**Simultaneous** [Kwa93].

**simultaneously** [Ano96c].

**Singapore** [IEE97k, LOX99].

**Single** [ARH95, EO95a, EO95b, EM93, Lan97, VVDJ90, Wad93, Bar92a, Daw96].

**Single-Chip** [Lam97].

**Single-Term** [EO95b, EO95a].

**singular** [CLL99, Koy95, KK96].

**singularities** [TG94].

**site** [Ude98].

**Sites** [DMS95, BDC+95].

**Situation** [Bie98].

**Six** [DBR+99, Fri96, Los97, Wel97].

**Sixth** [ES98, IEE97a, ACM94c, Com96, USE96c, Kui91].

**Size** [An95a, BVFD99, DFL99, Pal99b, Ste94a, CDGV91, Csi95, OK95].
Sizes [PKA+98]. Skew [BS95d]. skill [Gre90]. Skipjack [BBS98a, Bih98b, BBS99a, BBDR99, KRW99].
[ABKL91, Ano96z, Ano99e, BE90, Bov98a, Bov98b, BDB92, Cha99a, Cha91, CM99c, Chr99a, Con98, Con99a, Cor98, CH99a, DDD98d, DDJ98b, DDJ99, Deu97, Deu98, Di 97a, DT98b, EN98, ENK99, Fan96, FGLP96a, FGLP96b, FOM91, Gar97a, GL96, GPSV98, Gt98a, HKQ99, HP98a, Hru96, HH99, Hua99, Koe99, KC97, KC97a, Mar98a, Mye96, NM96b, Omu90, PV98, Rho99, SKW+98d, SS99a, Sch90b, SR96, SGPV98, Smi98a, Sut99, Tua99, VV98, Ver98b, DWQ91b, DWQ91a, ABKL93, AHdJF97, Ake97, BG9V97a, Cha99b, CW97, CJRR99b, DS98a, Dhe98, DI 97b, DF97, Gau97, Kip97, Sha95a, TJ97, Taa98, AG99, Bak99, BF99a, Bro97, DVQ96, Gir99, GSTY96, HNS99, IW99, NFQ99, SMS94, SKAM99]. Smart-Cards [Roh99, ABKL91, ABKL93, CJRR99b]. Smartcard [Ano98q, Ano99b, USE99e, Ano97x, Ano97-47, Ara93, Ban97, Ano98p, CH94b, IH99b, KK99a]. Smartcards [Bla96a, Bla96b, Fan97, Sch90a, DR99a, IH99a, IHR99, MDS99]. SmartLink [Ano93k]. smooth [Odl94a, VZ97]. SNAKE [MSK99a]. Snesfru [BS91f]. SNMP
SOCKS [Lee96, McM96]. Soft [NS98a]. SoftID [Ano96-27]. Software [Abr97, Ano93j, Auc96, AG99, Bal97, Bih97b, BD94, CD97, Cla98a, CT99b, DBVD96, DF91c, DSB99, Gar97a, GO96a, Gt98b, HK97, J98c, KP96b, L95, Lac93, Lea99, Lut98, Mat96b, Mer91, MM97, RSA94, RC94a, RC94b, SW94a, Sch94c, SK96a, SK96b, SK96c, SW97a, SW97b, SK97c, She95b, You96, Ano94a, Ano95g, Ano96-27, Bih97c, BP97b, DH96a, Des95, Go96d, Knu99c, PA93, Pre95a, SS98a, SAM97, Str93a, Str93b, Szw97b, Vau98e, Woo90]. Software-Optimised [RC94a, RC94b]. software [MM95]. SOI [NFQ99]. Solaris [Sun91b]. SOLID [Ano97-33, CK95, Gut96]. solid-state [Gut96]. Solution [GO96c, Law98, LR98, WD98, Ano97-36, Ano98h]. Solutions [HM98, MSK99a, PW98]. solve [WSFC99]. Solved [Ano97c, Ano98i, Ree98]. Solving
[LO91b, Lew92, MSO96, OMV98, Per99]. SOM [BBN96]. Some
[Abe98b, AT99, BBL95, Bri90a, BS91g, CDG95, CRR99, CL98, Des98c, EKH91, FDB93a, Gib90, Gui97, HGHD98, Hub91, HCY96a, Knu99a, KP95, KYDB98, Las92, LP94, Lid90, MS98, OK98, Sim97, TCH+91, Wag98b, Cao99, Cha95a, FDB93b, G97c, Lan96, RD96a, SMK98b, TH99, Koo97]. Someone [MB99a]. Something [SvA+98]. Son [CFK+91]. soon [Pri94]. sophisticated [Mei98]. Sought [Ano97-45]. Sound
[CJRR99a, MGL+98, Ano96-29]. Soundness [DE99]. sounds [BC+95]. Source
[Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch94h, Zim95b, Gen99c, Zim96a, Zim96b]. sourcebook
[Ban94, Rot95a]. Sources
[ADBB99, Cor99, Uni94c]. Southcon
[IEE96f]. Southcon/96 [IEE96f]. Soviet
[COP+95a, HK99c]. SP [STP93]. Space
[AR99, BC95c, FP99, Gar97c, HBKL99,
KV99, KI96, SCG99, BBI90, Mra95, Pad98,
Sze98]. space-filling [BBI90]. spaced
[It091]. spacecraft [CWM+91]. Spaces
[BP95a, FDB93a, FHG99, FDB93b, Koz96,
Son99]. Space [Man96b]. Speake
[CFK+91]. Span [BDS98, DQ94, HL93a, VBD99].
Spanning [Aga92]. SPARC [Sun91b].
Sparse [LO91b]. Spass [WABC99].
Spatial [DSSB95, DDQM98, LLB98, MCD98a,
NP98b]. Speakeasy [LU95]. speaking
[LC95]. spearhead [Ano98q]. SPEC
[DDJ98a]. Special
[vD97, FT99b, MDP94, SS99e, SS99f].
Specific [ADBB99, EvH93, Kha93, LMS97].
Specification [GFB93, HJTW99, LL97a,
Ou99, SW94a, Tou92]. Specifications
[KS98a, Nat92b]. Specified [Gui97, HCC98].
Specifying [SW94a]. Specs [Got99].
Spectral [WF94]. Spectrum
[CKLS97, She94c, CKLS96b, CKLS96c,
Dix94, KSB96b, KSB97, LLB98, OP98].
Speech [DMMF97, Er97b, GDS91, IEE97d,
IEE97e, Lud97, SW95b, All97, CW94].
Speeches [Bar94]. Speed
[ARV99a, ARV99b, Ano99c, Ano99f, DP98a,
DP98b, Ebe93, FVA99b, IM93b, Koc94,
LS97, MPPS95, SKNO98a, SKNO98b,
SW97a, SW97b, She92d, She95b, IM93a,
Kap98, KAK96, Lam99, Nor95a, HKSW98,
HKR99, Zhe97a]. Speeding
[ADEDS99, KT93, McK99, Tes98]. speedy
[An99e]. spi [AG97b, AG97c, AG97a].
Spiculated [ZTR99]. Spin [RK99]. Spite
[Wai90]. SPJ [TLS99]. SPLICE [HC95b].
SPLICE/AS [HC95b]. Split [Coc97].
Splitting [Sga91b]. SPM [CV93]. SPN
[Kob99]. SPN-Structures [Kob99].
Spoofing [SVW91]. SPRC [Wol93b].
Spread [CKLS97, Dix94, She94c, CKLS96b,
IND99, JO97, Jia99, KI99, KW99, LMP99, LW95, LC99, MGL+98, MKL99, MR95a, Mar98a, Mau97b, MTV92, Mon93, NM99, NS98a, Nec96, PR99, PS99f, PK99, Rei92, Rus90, RH99, SYM98, SSS98, Sam98, STSW99, SCT99, SK96b, SK96e, Sch98f, SS90, SM99, SKT99, Tro93, Tun99, Var99b, WHFG92, WABC99, WW98a, WBB99, WABL94, ZK96, ACC99, Ano96h, BBCP98b, Bax97, BMP97a, Bur94a, BD95b, Car94, CB96, Cus95, DSSZ99, Des95, DH96b, FM98b, HN94, HI97, Hwa92a, HC95b, KM98b, Kum97, LC96a, LCL95, MY93b, MKKW99, Mey97b, MM95, Oel97, PS99e, PSW95, Sch99j, SY96b, SS95b, SS95c, TCH91, TC91, Ven90, WSFC99, WABL93, ADDS91, Ano91a, Bax97, Bel92, Dan95, JD91, RC95, YKY99, ZHJ98.

Systematic [BGH91, Zav99, Men95b].
Systematising [MKL99].
Systeme [BGH95b].
Systems [ABLP93, AKP96, AKF94, Ako99, Ano94k, Ano95a, Ano96a, ADEDS99, AA97, AMP99, BDPSN95, Bar99, Bas93, BR91, BBD97, BFN98a, CF95, DDJ98a, Dan91b, DFTY97, DY91a, DD99, DB96, ENK99, FJP96, FY95a, FY95b, FYM99, FOO91, GL96, GFB93, Gl98, GM90, GMW91, GK96, GS97, GV98, HG98, HJJ+97, HH94, HP98b, IEE93a, IEE96b, IEE96d, IEE98e, IEE99b, IHH99a, KV96, Koc96b, KA99, KY92b, LO91b, LQR98, LAB92, Lau99, Lee99b, Mar99, Mas99a, MS95f, MDP94, Mu93, NT99, NAA99, Oka98a, Oka98b, PRAM98, Pes97, PL94, PS99f, PW97c, PS96b, PS991, Pin97, Pit96b, PM99a, PD99b, RBv94, RG95, RPP95a, ST94, SN96, STS99b, DY91c, SOOS95, SS90, SH92a, SY92, Stu99, Tra99, USE96c, USE96a, USE99b, VC99, Var99a, Way93a].

Systems [WL92b, WC97, Yac99a, Yac99b, YKB94, YMWP99, ZFKP98, ZFK+98, AR99, AHdJJ97, AMS96, AM99, AC97, BY93c, BY93b, BG96, BP95b, CG95, DM9W94, Dix94, Fri92b, Goo96, GKS97, Gr98, HJJ+97, IEE97k, KG96, KP99b, LM98a, LBW91, LS98a, Lie93, MSN97, NIS92, Oht96, Ole95, Opp96, PAK98, PA98b, PP92a, PP92b, PP95b, PP95a, RO96, SKB97, SY96b, SG96b, SK97d, STA97a, STA94a, Sun91b, VP98, WH92a, WH92c, ZG96, DQV96].

Systolic [SS98, DF92, PB9M90].

T [YT96, PDGI99].
T-Team [PDGI99].
T52 [Dar98c].
T52e [Sel98b].
Table [KMKH99, Has99, Hor95].
Tableaux [Mas99a].
Tableaux-99 [Mas99a].
Tables [DRR95, JC98, IPN9bbpm91].
Tactical [IKM99].
Tagging [Lud97].
Tailoring [CG99].
Taken [GQQ+91].
takes [Szw97c].
Tale [Kal98e, RS98f].
Talent [DDJ98b, DDJ98f].
Talk [Deu97, Lei99b, Wat99, BS91c, Sim91].
Talking [HH99].
Tamper [Ano96c, BDHJ98, KK99a, Zhe95b].
tamper-proof [Zhe95b].
Tamper-Resistant [Ano96c, KK99a].
tamperfree [Hwa92b, Hwa92e].
Tampering [CL98, CL97b].
Tanka [Hwa92a, MS98a].
Tandatangan [Ano97-50].
Taos [WABL93, WABL94].
tapestry [MB94b].
TAR [Ano97-33].
Targeted [Cap94].
Targets [Lea99, Way98].
TAS [Cop94b].
Tasty [Sch98].
Tate [FMR99].
Taxing [Gar97c].
Taxonomy [DB96, GS97, LBMC94].
TC [MB99b].
TC11 [Kat97].
TC6 [Kat97].
TC6/TC11 [Kat97].
TCFS [Man97b].
Tcl [GA98].
TCP [Ano96j, Fei93, Fei96].
TCP/IP [Ano96j, Fei93, Fei96].
TEA [KSW97a, KSW97b, NW97, WN95].
TecApro [GLC98].
Technical [Ano95e, Bar96b, CFK+91, CYY98, DS97c, Lan98, LM93c, Mos98, USE95a, USE99d, VG93, SM99, USE96f, USE98c].
Technique [DDNM98, Gue98b, KP93, WD97, BCV97, ONT98, Way95].

Techniques [Int91a, BGML96, BWM98, Bol98a, Bol98b, BLM04, CM97b, CD99, CMYY98, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dav91, DC98c, De 95, Des98a, Des96a, Fun97, Fun98c, GQ95, Hel94, JJJ99a, LvdLB96, MM99a, MSEN99, Mau96b, PS98e, PS98f, PK99, Pre93b, QV90, QG95, Rue93, S293, Car98, Cra96, Hel93, Hel98b, ISO97, Kay95, KG93, Nyb98, OPH+99, Ok096, PS99d, SD97, Ste99b, Way91, Woo90, ZH93, van96].

Technological [UFC94].

Technologies [Dan96, DSS98, Aus96, BGV97a, BK94b, BS95e, Oht96, Uni96a].

Technology [Int91a, Ano96-29, Ano96-30, Ano98t, AA97, Ban93, BDDG99, DKK+98, Fol99, Gar98a, Gar98b, GN95b, Hat96, II96, IEE94a, IEE98d, Lic94, Lin93c, NFQ99, Riv98c, USE99c, Ano93a, Ano96u, DS97b, Gil97, ISO97, Ri96, Ros94, Sav96, Smi97a, VB96, CFK+91, Ers99, Ano99b].

Telecollaboration [Fuc99].

Telecommunications [IEE97e, UN94, Mac98]. Telematic [Ano97-50].

Telecomputer [Ano97-50].

Telephone [Gar97a, Sha97].

Telephony [Ban94, Gar97b, MB99a, Mar95b, PW98].

teletype [Mac98].

TELNET [SH93, Ala93b, Ano95w, Bor93a, Bor93b, Bor93c].

Temporal [KV99]. Temporary [KRJ98].

Tennessee [IEE94e].

TeraSpell [Ano97-34].

Term [EO95b, CHN97, EO95a].

Terminal [Con98, Con99a].

Terminals [Ano99f, ADSW99, Lam99].

Terminology [F96a].

Ternary [PKA+98].

Terrorists [Uni98j, Uni98k].

Terschelling [TV94].

Tesla [Ano97-37].

TESS [Dan95].

Test [DS97a, Law98, MOP91, SS91, DL93, Graxx, Gre90, ZY90].

Testing [Bas98, Bro94, De 99, MPPS95, Sot98, SB99, SY98, Wal99c, ARK99, Ano97-42, GKL99b, Len90, Yan95].


Tetherless [Law98].

Texas [ACM97c, ACM98b, Ano94e, IEE92b, USE98d].

Text [Bar93a, Bar93b, Ca96, CD97, LM98b, PF94, PBG90, CF9K+91, Sab94, SH98].

Textual [JKVP99].

Tejus [NM99].

Theft [Gur97].

Their [BK95c, BL96b, BL96a, Con99b, GPT91a, GPT91b, GM91, J196, K196, Len99b, O090, SY96a, SG99b, Tra99, VDD99, AA99, BS98b, BS98a, BY93c, BY93b, Car98, DDB95a, DDB95b, Don98, Eng99, HMP95, KT91b, LN94, LM96, NM96b, SS98, SI93b, TY92, YY98a].

them [Way95].

theme [IEE97k].

Theorem [AA93, FK99, GPS98, HB99, DdD99, SG99a, WW95].

Theoretic [Buc91a, C99, Cle91, MW96a, Mau99a, Mau99b, MO99, Ped91d, PB99b, STR93, W098, AP993, Kos97, Ped91b, Ped91c, S99a, S99b, S99b].

Theoretical [S97, van97a].

Theoretically [AR99, MA97a].

theories [T+98].

Theory [ACM90, ACM91, ACM93b, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96b, ACM97c, ACM98b, ACM99b, Ber96b, BMP+97b, Car97b, CF9+91, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dav91, De 95, DSB99, Fun97, GQ95, Hei96a, Hei94, IE94a, IRM93, IZ98, IZ99, K196a, K99a, Kob94, LO99, LABW92, LW91, MA96b, MA96a, MD94, N94, NC97, OD998, PSN95b, PG90, VQ90, Q95, R93, S93, Ada91, AAPS92, At99, CS97, CF96, Cou99, Dam99b, DX91, G97c, G97, GS94b, H94, Lag90, LABW91, Lo90, M98a, MA96b, MCC90b, M92, NY98, P90, R90, Sch93a, Sch90c, Sch97c, S99a, S99a, Ste99b, Sti95, Tat98, Tat99].

There [R96, Zha97, Way93b].

Therefore [FJM+96].

these [Ano98q].

They’re [W94].

Third [AAB+97, Fra99, MKS99, RS98b, SPI95, Uni95a, ACM91, GS94b, GK95b].

Third-Party [AAB+97].

Thirteenth [IEE94f, USE99b].

thirtieth [ACM98b].

thirty [ACM99b].

thirty-first [ACM99b].
Ano91a, JD91]. Transactions [FL99b, FKMY98, SSG99]. transcendental [PGCSN96]. Transcript [BD99a, Chr99a, Sas99a].
Transcript-Irrelevant [BD99a]. Transfer [Ano97-34, DF99, HHY93, NP99, RS96a, Bea93, BM90, BR96b, DOR99, Jae90a, Jae90b, SF93b]. Transferable [Sak96].
Transfered [Uni97d]. Transferring [SI94]. Transcript [BD99a, Chr99a, Sas99a].
Transform [Boy99, KMS95a, KMS95b, Kuo90, MS94, Riv97c, WF94, TKS98]. Transformability [MSO96]. Transformational [Zwi98].
Transformational [Zwi98]. Transformations [BDFM99]. Transfusion [ADBB99]. Transient [BDHJ98, CH94a, JQBD97]. Transistors [CWM+91]. Transition [Des98a, DR98b].
Translation [CFK+91, OP97, OP98]. Translucency [BR96b]. Transmission [NHB98, PSB97]. transmitting [CLI97, CLI99, UU97b]. Transparent [Bla93, DSN97c, Mau97b, SZT96b, ZG96].
Transport [Ano94b, BWM98, GBC93, Sar97]. Transportation [BPR99, UT98]. transposition [Bar92a, Bar95, GSN94]. Transputer [GN95b]. trap [YU92].
trap-door [YU92]. Trapdoor [Gib91, Gor93a, Pat99]. traps [Sch98e]. Travel [Sav97]. Traveling [OMV98, RS99a]. Transoars [Yun97]. treaties [Des90a].
Treatise [Tur99]. Treatise [Yun97]. treaties [Des90a]. Treatise [Tur99]. Treatment [BFN98b, Mau96a, O098, BDJR97, BFNO98a, Gen99c].
TREC’98 [LM98a]. Tree [BM96b, BM96c, GM99b, PB99a, LL93b, O’C95].
Tree-Based [BM96b, BM96c]. tree-structured [O’C95]. Tree-Width [GM99b]. Trees [AGA92, BP97a, HS90, ZW99, SSM92].
Trellis [SKD94]. Trellis-based [SKD94]. Trends [DDJ98e, DDJ98f, De 93b, De 98c, Hru98, EEE97k, Kan96, LM98a, MB99a, Koo97, Seg92]. Trial [Mye96].
Trials [CY992, PP96b, Ano93a]. Triangular [Por98]. Tribulations [CY98]. tribute [UNI92]. Trinity [IEE97a]. trip [CUR98].
Triple [Ano95p, Ano96c, Ano96-28, Bih96, BK98c, Bih99b, CJ95, HP99a, HP99b, KUS99, KUM98, LEC97, Mey97b, Per91, vOW91, JZ99, KSW96, ROT97, MEY96b].
Triple-DES [Ano95p, Ano96-26, BK98c, KUM98, KSW96, ROT97, MEY96b]. triples [CS97]. Thremiemius [Ree98]. Trojan [Sch99f]. True [Way91]. Truncated [KRW99].
Trunk [UNI94a, UNI94b]. Trust [Ano99j]. BPK99, BFK99, LA98, MR98, Re96, SA95, Sim94a, STA95a, YKB94, YY96, AHDF97, BH98, Com97, Chi99a, Chi99b, LN98]. Trust-Based [YKB94].
Trusted [AAB+97, Ano97d, IS91, MKS99, RS98b, SK97c, SS99e, SS99f, CGM97b, HY93a, JMO95a, LWC96, Ped91c, Wu92]. Trustee [Jue99].
Trustworthy [Fri93, Pos92]. Truth [For99a]. Try [Rot97]. TSP [Luc95]. TTP [BDHJ97]. TTP-based [BDHJ97]. TTPs [LAG98].
Twelf [PS99f]. Twenty [Ano95r, Bon99, ACM90, ACM91, ACM93b, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96b, ACM97c, GOL97]. twenty-eighth [ACM96b]. twenty-fifth [ACM95].
[Gar97a, Gar98b]. **Update**
[Ano94j, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95u, Ano96-28, Ano97c, Ano97-44, Ano97-45, Ano98r, MGL+98, Mey97b, Pin98, Ros95b, Ros96d, Ros97b, Ste99c, Wie97, Wie98a].
**updated** [Ano97-37]. **upon**
[BMP97a, CCH98, LCL95, SPP98]. **Upper**
[Fe r98, A l96, O94]. **Urge**
[GB98]. **Urgent** [Pra96]. **URL** [Zuk98b]. **USA** [???90, Ano98n, AA97, Auc98, Bri92, Bri93, Cop95d, Des94b, Han99, HF97, IEE97, IEE97c, Kal97c, Koh96, KP99b, Kra98, SJ97, Sti93b, Sti94, USE91, USE93, USE94, USE95b, USE95c, USE95a, USE96f, USE99a, USE99b, USE99c, USE99d, Wie99]. **Usability** [WT99, CG05]. **Usage** [End97]. **Use**
[ADBB99, BCE+94, Bra90a, CFGS99, Con99b, Gan96a, Gar97a, Gar97b, GC97, GK98, HJL99, Iss90, KR95c, Koh90, Lan99, MG98a, MG98b, Por91, Rud91, SB94, Zuk98a, BDH97, BR97b, Cha94b, Cli99, CG05, Gil97, Joh90, Ril96, Way93c, Zer96a]. **Used**
[GS94a, SZ96, Car97c, Car98, Gau97, Kuk99, Sch91b, SX90, van97a]. **USENET** [Bi91]. **Usenix** [USE99d, Com96, Ros96a, Ros96c, Ros96f, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c]. **User**
[AKF94, BE90, Bu96, Dra99, Gog99, Gol90a, GN95b, IS99, KCCT94a, KCCT94b, PMP99, RR99a, RR99b, SYM98b, SYM98c, S ST97, Web99, Zim95a, Ano95o, DF91b, MC96, Mu92, RSA94, RT93, SJS98, St 95b]. **User-Centered** [PMP99]. **User-Oriented** [AKF94]. **Username** [Le96]. **Users**
[Ano96-31, Hel98a, WK97, Sha97, Sta94a]. **Uses**
[Sw97, Ano97x, DKR97b, Sch99g]. **Using**
[ANS97, ANS98b, Ada97a, AGS97, AHdJF97, Ano99i, BDPSNG97, BCK96, BBS99a, BFP99, BW98, CIBM99, CK95, CM94d, Des96a, DS97d, EST99, FVE99, FW91, FY98b, GM97, GACDAFC99, GS99a, HNSS99, HRVV99, HJPB97, IR99, JM99, JJ98c, JQ97, KR94b, KS99a, KA99, KT93, Lon92, LF99, LML98, Low96, LW99, Lud97, MAM95, Mih94, MCD99, Mis97, MFG95, NT99, NHB98, NNEK97, Oh99, OOK91, Ou99, OMI93, PSE97, Pin97, PZ98, PJ99, QQ90, RB99, SG95, SK94, Sas99a, SK96a, SK97b, SK97a, SK97c, SD99, SRY99, SR96, Sim94d, SHK99b, Sun91a, SZT98a, TAP90, TA92, TYD99, TOU94, VN94, WKG97, WCSS95, Yam98b, Yam99, YST99a, YY97a, YST99b, AA95, All98, Ano97y, Ata94, BSNP96a, BSNP96b, BTD98, BGR95, BJR93, Bih94a, BB95a, BBS98a, BD95a]. **using**
[CW91a, CNST98, CC95, CGM97b, CPPK98, CB96, Cle96, Dan97, GK99b, GBL94, Gor93b, Hor95, ISO97, Jak95, JM96a, KR95a, KC95, Kar96, Kay95, Koc95, KH97, KH98a, LC96b, LC96c, LMBO95, MHPS96, MS95c, MS95d, Mit92a, NT93, MS95e, RP94, RS98a, RT93, SSM94, SD97, Su98, SZT98b, SZTB98, Tak97, Til98, VZ97, VP98, Whi93, Wil93a, Y m9a, Zhe99, dR95]. **Utah**
[USE95b]. **Utility** [Zol93, Ano97m, Vu95]. **Utilization** [GRB99]. **Utilize** [MSO96]. **utilizing** [SW95a].

**V** [IEE92a]. **V1.0** [Lim99, RSA99a]. **v2.0** [Ano97-33, RSA99b]. **V32bis** [Ano93k]. **V5** [IH99b, KN93, Lee96, Ts’97]. **Validating** [Gal90]. **Validation**
[DDNM98, GS99a, RB99, Ste96, CM96]. **Validity** [GMW91, Kuk99]. **Value**
[Ack98, Eve98, Oke97, SPP98, Tay94]. **value-adding** [Eve98]. **Valued** [KW99].

**Values** [GS94a, Tho96]. **Vancouver** [Yua92]. **Vanstone**
[Kie98, NS97c, NS97b, Sha99a]. **Vaporware**
[DDJ98e, DDJ98f]. **Variable**
[BR99a, BR99b, DW94, GK95b, Sch94b, Su98, TN96a, TN96b, ZPS93]. **Variable-Input-Length** [BR99a, BR99b]. **Variable-Length** [Sch94b, Su98]. **Variance**
[Kas96]. **variant** [TC97]. **Variants**
[CRRY99, MSS98, RS99a, Sha95a].
variation [CCN95]. variations [Zho94].
varieties [Fri92b]. Various [GQW91].
Vasculature [BALS99]. Vatican [Alv98a].
Vector [ADEDS99, TK99, TYD99, CCH98,
MTN97, Pad98, dR95]. vectors
[LM93c, Mat91, MLA91]. Vegas
[ACM95, AA97]. Vehicle [CKN99].
Vendors [Gar97a, Gar97b, Gar98a, GB98].
Venon [HK99c, Pea97]. Venona
[HK99c, Pea97]. Ventura
[Nat98, RD99a]. Veri [SY99].
Verifiable [JMSI96]. Veri-KoMoD [SY99].
Verification [Abe98a, AB97, BGR98a, Bol98b,
CDFI95, DDF97a, GFB93, GS99a, HL92,
MM99a, Na97, OM93, PM98, PV98,
SM95a, SY99, Tou93, WW98b, YYY99a,
Ano97b, BGR98b, Bol97, BS95c, CM96,
Des90a, Dwo91, JC98, JW01, Mea95, Sha97,
YL95a, YM98, ZL99].
Verifier [JMSI96]. Verifiers [PM98].
Verify [DS97d, Chi99a, Chi99b].
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